Sports Staff Interviews Maravich
Recently, Tiger Co-Sports Editor, Joe Dempsey,
held an interview with basketball coach, Press
Maravich. In Trailing The Tiger this week may be
found the complete interview including a brief
retrospect on Maravich and comments by the coach
on Clemson basketball and his recently being hung
in effigy. Particular attention is called to this
article which may be found on page four.

"He Roars For M W%/

Named To Sr. Staff Positions

Slipstick has elected two new positions in recent elections.
Bob Lawrence from Brevard, N. C, left will head the magazine as editor. Irby Wright from Camden, will head the business staff as business manager. Other new staff members
will be named later. (Tiger photo by Alex McCormack.)

Lawrence Becomes Editor Of
Slipstick For Second Term

Bob Burns was named sports
editor at a meeting of the Seni ior Staff of The Tiger last Friday afternoon.
Bob, a Mechanical Engineering major from Columbia, has
been serving as co-sports editor with Joe Dempsey. The election was necssary to fill the position being vacated by Joe, a
January graduate.
,
Other postions will remain the
same: Richard Shick, editor;
Bob Clark, associate editor;
Kemp Mooney, managing editor; Jim Youngblood, news editor; and Dave Jeter, advertis(Continued on Page 3)
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work they did in seeing that
each issue was published on time.
He also pointed out that the
history of the Slipstick magazine extends over a period of
quite a few years. The Slipstick
files contain several isues
published before Tillman Hall
burned, when most of the records were destroyed.

H. Black, textile manufacturing,
Greer.
B. K. Bridges, not currently
enrolled; A. M. Brissie, arts and
sciences, Clemson; H. O. Bryan; not currently enrolled; L.
F. Bryant, industrial management, Orangeburg; and Elsie S.
Cannon, arts and sciences,
Clemson.
J. A. Cassady, electrical engineering, Clemson; L. L. Chapman, electrical engineering; Clemson; A. B. Collins, education,
Gaffney and J. A. Connell, textile management, Spartanburg.
E. M. Cooley, education, Clemson; H. B. Cooper, mechanical
engineering, Blackville; W. N.

Cooper, industrial manufacturing,
Greenville and T. G. Corrado,
dairying, Patterson, New Jersey.
M. L. Cudd, electrical engineering, Gaffney; Earl Cullom, electrical engineering, Allandale; F.
R. Cullum, mechanical engineering, Greenwood; and J. C. Culp,
mechanical engineering, Lancaster.
W. L. Culp, arts and sciences,
Inman; F. W. DeBerry, industrial
management, Raleigh, N. C; Joe
H. Dempsey, arts and sciences,
Lyman; and P. E. Donley, civil
engineering, Greenville.
J. J. Dotson, arts and sciences,
Hauelock, N. C; L. S. Dubose,
animal husbandry, Clemson; E.

The Fantastic Lionel Hampton and his International Orchestra and Revue is scheduled
to appear here for Midwinters
Dances Feb. 12 and 13. The
dances will both be informal.
Central
Dance
Association
has announced that the concert
on Feb. 13, is to be held in the
Field House at 4 p.m. Tickets
will be $1, which is with or
without a date and is not included in the block ticket, priced at
$8.
The Association has urged
that students make their
dates before returning to
school next semester because
housing for dates will be at a
minimum. Informal, according to CDA, is a suit and tie
for boys, and for girls, can
range anywhere from a cocktail dress to a dressy informal.

College Approves
Delia Kappa Alpha
Social Fraiernily

James Hill Fills
Council Vacancy
Student Body elected James
H. Hill, Electrical Engineering
senior from Laurens, to the
Senior Council position vacated
by Buddy Putman of Gastonia,
N. C, January graduate in Civil
Engineering.
Hill received 71% of the 613
votes cast in the election held
last Tuesday in the hallway leading to the post office. Frank
Sutherland, elections committee chairman commented on the
low number of students voting
and requested each and every
student to vote in the upcoming
constitutional amendment ratification.

and worked as a soda jerk. He
worked out some of his rhythmic ideas at the soda fountain
with spoons for sticks and the
counter for a drum. But Hampton broke too many glasses, so
he lost his job.
He got a drumming job with
Paul Howard's Quality Serenades, then a popular West Coast
band, and made his first records
singing some of the vocals with
Howard. Then he joined Les
Hite's band working mostly in
pictures.
Louis Armstrong came back
to the West Coast for an engagement and some work in
pictures, and there Lionel began

playing with him on drums.
After Armstrong went back East,
Hampton took a job in a small
cafe in Los Angeles.
Benny Goodman found him
there and asked him to sit in on
a recording session with Ted
Wilson, Gene Krupa and himself. They recorded "My Last
Affair," "Moonglow," and several others, all successes.
When the impact of how much
Hampton had contributed to
that success reached Goodman,
he wired Lionel offering him a
permanent place in his band.
This was in 1936.
Stayed 4 Years
Lionel remained with Good-

Famed National Ballet Of Canada
Presents Third In Concert Series
By JOHN LONG
Tiger Staff Writer
The National Ballet of Canada
presented three ballets from their
repertoire Monday evening in
the field house in the third of the
Clemson Concerts.
The "Les Rendezvous" consisted only of a series of divertisements and flirtatious interludes
which take place in a park on a
summer day.
A work by the world-famous
Frederick Ashton of Britain's
Royal Ballet, it is one of the
most successful in the repertoire of the Canadian Company.
The National Ballet of Canada
and Britain's Royal Ballet are
the only two companies presenting this ballet.
Set against the vastness of the
far west, a race of people who
had left their cosmopolitan backgrounds, and a new, younger generation who knew no other land,
the stage was set for the presentation of "Ballad."
Has Hard Time
In this strange land Ben, a
wandering stranger, finds acceptance difficult, if not impossible.
At a community dance he meets
the suspicious older folks, a trio
of wild town boys, and his first

love, Rose.
Jealousy, hatred and violence
are aroused among the town
citizens when an inadvertent
death occurs. These passions,
whipped to a fury by an elder
sister to Rose, are focussed on
Ben.
The lynching of the stranger is
in this community of sudden justice. The cast included Lois
Smith, prima ballerina, and Earl
Kraul, who portrayed Ben,
the
stranger.
"Offenback in the Underworld,"
a ballet consisting of gaiety and
fun, takes place in a fashionable
eighteenth-century Paris cafe.
As the cafe has an international reputation, visiting celebrities come to see, to be seen
and to be amused. Among these
are a famous operetta star and
one of her admirers, a grand
duke.
A debutante of good family,
accompanied by three of her
friends arrives veiled in order
not to be recognized in such a
place.
There is also a young painter
who is penniless and tries to earn
a living by drawing sketches of
the cafe's patrons.
(Continued on Page 5)

Atlanta is the site for a group In the beginning stages of the
of provocative design solutions of design work, the students were
a contemporary Episcopal Cathe- visited by Rev. Marshall James
dral; these designs conceived by of Trinity Episcopal Church
in
the fourth year architectural stu- Clemson. During these sessions
dents during the past seven weeks Rev. James explained the tradiare included in a display in the tional ceremonies of the church
Rudolph Lee Gallery, School of and how they were to be adaptArchitecture, and set the mood for ed for use in the contemporary
the forthcoming
Religious Em- church.
phasis Week.
Many of the solutions expound
**••***** **•••***••

on the plasticity of
concrete
structural systems. Models
and
drawings were used to describe
the designs.
In addition to the cathedral
problems are works by the first,
second, third and fifth year students. Each year at the end of
the term the School of Architecture exhibits student work done
during that period.
*••*****•

This Model On Display In Architecture Gallery

WSBF Announces
Examination Week
Program Schedule
WSBF will end regular program
scheduling for first semester at
1 a.m. Wednesday but will continue with an abbreviated schedule until 1 a.m. Jan. 25. The station will return to the air second
semester at 5 p.m. Feb. 5, 1960
The abbreviated schedule is:
6:55 p.m. Sign On
7:00 pjn. Swinging Moods
8:00 p.m. — News
8:05 p.m Swinging Moods
11:00 p.m. News
11:05 p.m. Swinging Moods
1:00 a.m. Sign Off
During this period, WSBF will
present only announcements from
the college ao^ministration and
those of an emergency nature.

Growth Pattern Shown
The featured works follow the
growth pattern of Architectural
students through the five years of
professional education leading to
the B. Arch degree.
The fifth year students have
spent the past semester studying
the redevelopment of Greenville's
urban area. In the process they
have been aided by the Greenville City-Planning Division. These
studies are in model form showing new shopping districts, new
civic centers and new cultural
complexes.
A small children's library and
theatre for Clemson was the
project for the third year group;
this library, a Brick and Tile
Competition problem, was sited
on the Clemson House Hill.
A second design competition
was sponsored by the South Carolina Masonry Association;
this
project, developed by the second
year studens, is a residence located in Highlands, N. C.

been placed upon the amount
that may be deposited, however.
An analysis of recent Student Bank activity revealed that
about one half of all withdrawals
were for less than $10. Of 2,257
withdrawal
transactions
last
October, 1,003 or 44% were for
less than $10 and of 1,835 withdrawal transactions last November, 964 or 53% were of less
than $10.
Hinton urged students to make
use of the banking facilities as
a safe place to keep money until there is a special need. He
requested that as many students
as possible transact their business Monday through Friday,
since the Student Bank is operated Saturdays by a minimum
of personnel.

man for four years until the
returned to Los Angeles and orreturned to Los Angles and organized his own band which became one of the biggest in the
country in less than a year.
Critics and public opinion
raved about the band and by
1943, Hampton had won the
Pittsburgh Courier Poll as the
nation's most popular band.
Most of the popularity of
the band is contributed to
Hampton himself. His critics
say, "Whether he's shouting
a chorus of some hot number
into the skin of a drum, hammering away at the piano with
his famed two-fingered technique, or improvising an intricate riff on the 'vibes,' he
always exudes a kind of spontaneity and exhilaration that's
highly contagious."
Hampton is a composer as
well as a brilliant instumentalist. Among his compositions are
his famous "Jack the Bellboy,"
"Bompin," Give Me Some Skin,"
"Number 51," "Standing Room
Only,"
"Hollywood Shuffle,"
"Mushmouth" and "BoogieWogie Jones."

School Of Architecture Shows Student Work;
Designs Include Cathedrals and City-Planning

Student Bank Changes
Withdrawal Regulations
Bursar's Office will require a
minimum of $10 for all Student
Bank withdrawals, except when
a smaller amount is required to
bring an account to a "zero"
balance. The decision, made
Jan. 7 by the Administrative
Council, becomes effective Feb.
1, 1960.
The bank is a service offered
for the convenience and protection of students so it will not be
necessary for them to carry
large sums of cash on their persons or leave it in their rooms.
This is a free service not available at most schools.
The increased enrollment, and
the resulting increase of deposit
and
withdrawal
transactions
made the change necessary, according to T. N. Hinton, Chief
Accountant. No minimum has

I. Ednie, industrial education,
Saltsburg,
Penny si vania;
and
Nicholas Efstatos, electrical engineering, Clemson.
D. S. Elmore; textile management, Gaffney; B. N. Estes,
pre-medicine, Clemson;
J. B.
Fendley, industrial manufacturing, Clemson;
and B. P. Fralick, mechanical
engineering,
Bamberg.
H. C. Garrison, electrical engineering, Hartsville; L. O. Gaskins, mechanical
engineering,
Spartanburg; W. E. Gettys, physics, Union; and J. E. Goff, animal husbandry, Saluda.
T. D. Grant, physics, Ninety
Six; C. L. Greene, textile engi-

CD A Announces Scheduled Concert Feb. 13,
4 P. Mr, Minimum Housing Open For Dates

The Slipstick has been published steadily since the burning of
Tillman Hall, with the exception
ol the World War H period, during which it was discontinued.
Students are reminded to take
advantage of this opportunity to
contribute articles to the magazine, for through this contribution
of articles by students of college
Taught By Nun
level the magazine can provide
Hampton's father was an enmore reading pleasure to the stutertainer but was disabled durdents of Clemscn.
ing World War I. Lionel was
sent to Wisconsin to a Catholic
school and was taught to play
drums by a nun. When he finished school at 16, he tried to
find work in Chicago, but it
didn't come fast enough, so he
headed for California.
He studied music at the Unievrsity
of Southern California
Delta Kappa Alpha, newly organized social fraternity, received recognition by the Clemson
College administration on Dec.
14, 1959.
Delta Kappa is the second local social fraternity to be formed
since the Board of Trustees gave
their approval last June. The fraternity is now composed of fifteen charter members with plans
for new members to be received
in the near future.
Elected from the charter
members as officers were:
president, Charlie Hagood, textile science sophomore from
Easley, vice-president, John
Timmerman, pre-medicine sophomore from Hartsville; secretary, Rusty Willimon, chemical
engineering sophomore . from
Clemson; treasurer, Gene Gibson, industrial management junior from Greer; pledgemaster,
Lewis Kay, textile management
junior from Ware Shoals.
Other charter members are:
"Choppy" Patterson, pre-medicine sophomore from Piedmont;
Tommy Mahaffey, textile management sophomore from La
Grange, Georgia; Jimmy Kizer,
civil engineering junior from Walterboro and Bob Coleman, civil
engineering sophomore from Anderson.
Also, Jim Caughman, dairy
sophomore from Lexington; Paul
Bowie, arts and science junior
from
Liberty; Paul
Bostick.
chemical engineering sophomore
from Marion; Jim Stepp, electrical engineering junior
from
Greer; Fred Hughes, pre-law
sophomore from East Northport,
New York; and Tommy Weeks,
pre-medicine sophomore from
. (Continued on Page 6)
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January Grads to Receive Degrees
By JIM YOUNGBLOOD
Tiger News Editor
The following 133 seniors have
been
announced
by the Registrar's office as candidates for
Bachelors' Degrees in January
1960. They are as follows: Louis
Agro, mechanical engineering,
White Plains, New York; W. R.
Aiken, textile management, Anderson; J. L. Alford, vocational
agricultural education, Dillon;
and B. W. Anderson, agronomy,
Timmonsville.
John Apinis, textile chemistry,
Willimantic, Conn.; L. D. Bagwell, industrial management, Easley; J. C. Belue, ceramic engineering, Greenville; and Donald

Newspaper Staff
Names Bob Burns
As Sports Editor

College Newspaper

CLEMSON COLLEGE, SOUTH CAROLINA, FRIDAY, JANUARY 15, 1960

Circulation—5,000

Slipstick named Bob Lawrence,
junior in Ceramic Engineering, as
editor-in-chief for the coming semester .He will replace Ronnie
Hillhouse, the retiring editor. Irby Wright, a junior majoring in
Electrical engineering, has been
selected to fill the position of
Business Manager, replacing Rudy Jones.
Announcement of newly selected staff members will be at a
later date. New faculty advisor
is C. C. Pair of the Ceramic Engineering Department.
The Slipstick, official publication of the School of Engineering, is published quarterly and
contains various articles of interest to ihe s'udcnts majoring
in engineering and to the
general public.
Included in the articles of the
publication are various technical,
feature and humorous compositions contributed by the engineering students and others. The magazine is supported completely
through advertising from national
agencies.
Asked about the forth-coming
issues of the magazine, the new
editor stated that, although no
plans had been definitely decided upon since the new staff members had not met, the magazine
would probably be a great deal
like the previous ones.
Welcomes Suggestions
Bob
added that
although
the magazine is primarily for the
engineering students,
contribu
tions are not necessarily limited
to these students, staff members
or faculty members. The
staff
welcomes any ideas, suggestions
or articles from the students of
the college.
Ronnie Hillhouse, retiring editor, thanked all the people on
campus for the help they gave
him as editor during the past two
semesters. He also thanked his
staff members for their diligent

Tiger

The

South Carolina's Oldest

The first year work consists of
abstract three dimensional space
modulators and their practical
counterpart, a sculptural garden
for a residence.

This design for an Episcopal Cathedral sited for Atlanta is one of several on display in the
Rudolph Lee Gallery, School of Architecture. The pictured model is a design by Dave Martin
a fourth year architecture student. (Tiger photo by Alex McCormack.)
'

Others Displayed
These problems and other designs; an architect's office, a
faculty club and a wood products
display pavillion; will be on display in the gallery through Jan.
30, 1960, 9 a.m. to 12 and 1 p.m.
tc 4:30 week-days, week-ends by
special request.
After this period the cathedral
designs will be moved to the hall
display area on the first floor.

neering, Thompson, Georgia; T.
P. Gressette, entomology, St. Mathews and C. E. Hall, electrical
engineering, Travelers Rest.
R. C. Hendricks, not currently
enrolled; R. M. Heriot, Pre-Medicine, Dalzell; R. E. Herman,
electrical engineering, Charleston
Heights; and G. P. Higdon, chemical engineering, Charleston.
Jullian M. Hiott, industrial management, Easley; C. D. Hoffman,
industrial management, Gastonia,
N. C; G. C. Hope, mechanical
engineering, College Park, Georgia and W. H. Howe, mechanical
engineering, Rock Hill.
J. E. Hunter, mechanical engineering, Lancaster; J. E. Hutchinson, industrial engineering,
Rock Hill; J. L. Jackson, vocational agricultural education,
Fair Bluff, N. C; and J. P.
Jayroe, industrial management,
Georgetown.
L. W. Johnson, electrical engineering, Rock Hill; R. C. Jones,
industrial management, Laurens;
D. Q. Ketner; dairying, Murphy,
North Carolina; and F. E. Kimball, civil engineering, Pendleton.
H. W. Knott, industrial management, Henderson, N. C; T. S.
Latto, architecture,
Charleston;
Junekey Lee, not currently enrolled and Jo C. LeRoy, education,
Anderson.
Also, J. C. Lesslie, architecture,
Rock Hill; G. W. Leviner, textile
management, McBee; B. E. Lewis, vocational agriculture education, Dillon; J. L. Lewis, industrial management, Aliquippa, Pa.;
L. H. Livingston, textile science,
Columbia; W. H. McCary, mechanical engineering, Greenwood.
Also V. P. McCormick, electrical engineering, Ward; L. H.
McKay,
animal
husbandry,
Clemson; C. W. McKettrick, industrial management, Easley;
J. B. McPherson, civil engineering, Clemson; ;K. B. Mack, horticulture, Easley; M. Maheronnaghsh, architecture, Bid-Abad
Iseahan, Iran.
Also B. E. Manger, industrial
management, Myrtle Beach; J. E.
Martin, electrical engineering,
Dillon; H. W. Middleton, architecture, Sumter; R. E. Middleton,
not currently
enrolled;
R. C.
Neel, animal husbandry, Silverstreet; A. R. Nelson, mechanical
engineering, Clemson; L. G. Olson, education, Decatur, Georgia.
Also, H. H. Owings, industrial
management, Greenwood; J. G.
Padgett, mechanical engineering,
McCormick; A. D. Page, electrical engineering, Marion; B. H.
Pearson, electrical
engineering,
Florence; and B. R. Petty, elec-

trical engineering, Spartanburg.
Also, D. L. Pitts, electrical engineering,
Greenville;
W. T.
Poole, mechanical
engineering,
Clemson; C. E. Putman, civil engineering, Gastonia, N. C; T. E.
Randall, industrial
engineering, Greenville; and C. S. Reamer, industrial management, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Also, A. E. Reeder, mechanical engineering,
Clemson; C.
I'. Rhem, horticulture, Greer;
D. S. Richards, horticulture,
Charlotte, N. C; A. P. Richardson, forestry, Columbia; J.
W. Richey, not currently enrolled; and J. D. Robertson, electrical engineering, Seneca.
Also, J. C. Robinson, industrial
management, Lancaster; R. K.
Rogers, textile management, Mullins; G. L. Sanchez, textile management, Havana, Cuba; W. M.
Sanderson, animal husbandry,
Easley; E. N. Sauls, mechanical
engineering, Charleston Heights;
and M. J. Scruggs, electrical engineering, Greenville.
Also, J. A. Sea'oer, not currently enrolled; W. A. Shaw, chemistry, Greenwood; W. A. Shirley,
industrial management,
Honea
Path; J. B. Smith, civil engineering, Athens, Georgia; and J. D.
Smith, mechanical
engineering,
Jackson.
Also, K. E. Smith, electrical engineering, Woodruff; J. H. Steed,
electrical engineering, Bamberg;
W. J. Stone, electrical engineering, Anderson; Chris Suber, not
currently enrolled; and E. L.
Todd, civil engineering, Greenville.
Also, N. J. Tomlinson, not
currently enrolled; T. P. Townsend, textile management, Laurens; J. S. Vines, animal husbandry, Greenwood; H. E. Weddie, industrial education, Clemson; M. W. White, dairy, Pendleton; and N. O. Whitlaw, textile management, Columbia.
Also, H. D. Whitlow, industrial
engineering, Lavonia, Georgia; H.
S. Williams, textile management,
Greenville; L. A. Williams, electrical engineering, Summerton; J.
D. Winchester, textile management, Pickens; and J. C. Wood,
mechanical engineering, Pendleton.
Also, K. J. Wood, mechanical
engineering, Greenville; A. G.
Woodle, vocational
agricultural
education, Latta; T. D. Wright,
civil engineering, North Charleston; B. F. Wyatt, vocational agricultural education, Williamston;
F. H. York, industrial engineering, Allendale; and E. C. Zahler,
horticulture, Yemassee.

Office Of Student Aid Gives
Help To Deserving Students
Financial aid for upperclass^
men at Clemson is administered
to the student by the college
through the Office of Student Aid.
Recipients are usually selected in
the spring for the coming year.
Among the scholarships available- to the upperlcassmen are:
Blackmon-Uhler Scholarship, a
$500 award available to rising juniors or seniors in Textile Chemistry; awarded by the school of
Textiles.
Borden
Agricultural
Scholarship, a $300 award to the
rising senior who has the highest
average grade on all college work
and who has taken at least two
or more Dairy subjects; awarded
by School of Agriculture.
Also,
Burlington
Industries
Foundation Scholarship, a $1000
award to a rising junior in Engineering or Textiles; awarded
by the college. Chemstrand Scholarship, a $500 award available
to a rising senior in Textiles;
awarded by School of Textiles.
Also, CIBA Scholarship, a
$1000 award to a rising junior
male student in Textile Chemistry; awarded by School of Textiles. Clemson Engineering Foundation Scholarships, awards of
from $300 to $500 available to
students in Engineering; awarded by School of Engineering.
Also, Coburg Dairy Scholarship
a $1000 award available to a rising junior in Dairying; awarded
by the Dairy Department, Ethyl
Corporation Scholarship, a $500
award available to a student majoring in Chemical Engineering;
awarded by the School of Engineering.
Also, General Electric Company Scholarships, several $300 to
$500 awards available to students
in Engineering; awarded by the
School of Engineering. Higgins
Dndergraduate
Scholarships,
a $1000 award available to a rising junior in Chemistry, Physics,
or Textile Chemistry; awarded
by the college. David Jennings
awards for undergraduate students in Engineering: awarded
by the school of engineering.
Also, "Inter Chemical Foundation Scholarship ('02) Memorial Scholarship available to
students in Textiles; awarded
by the School of Textiles.
Also, Keeves Starch Scholar-

ship, a $400 award available to
a rising junior or senior in Textiles; awarded by the School of
Textiles. National Plant Food
Scholarship, a $200 award available to a rising senior in
Agronomy; awarded by the Department of Agronomy.
Also, Owens-Corning Fiberglas
Scholarships, two $500 awards
available to juniors or seniors in
Engineering or Textiles; awarded
by the college. Pauline Hanckel
Dairy Scholarship, a $1000 award
available to a rising junior in
Dairying; awarded by the Dairy
Department.
Peace Award Offered
Also, Peace Fund Saholarship,
a $500 award available to a rising junior or senior; based on
journalistic
ability,
scholastic
achievement, and evidence
of
good character; awarded
by
the college. Pennsylvania Glass
Sand Scholarship, a tuition award
available to an outstanding rising
senior in Ceramic Engineering;
awarded by the Department
of
Ceramic Engineering.
Also, Ralston Purina Scholarship, a $500 award available to
a rising senior in the School of
Agriculture, awarded by the
school. V. D. Ramseur Company Scholarship, a $300 to $500
award available to a junior or
senior outstanding Architectural student; awarded by the
School of Architecture.
Also, Schlumberger Collegiate
Award, a $500 scholarship available to a rising junior or senior
in Physics, Electrical, or Mechanical Engineering who
will
take at least 12 credits in electrical engineering or electronics.
Textile Honor Deferred
Also, Seydel-Woolley & Company Scholarship, a $250 award
available to a junior or senior
male student in Textiles; awarded by School of Textiles. Sonoco
Products Scholarships, two $500
awards available to deserving undergraduates in Textiles; awarded by School of Textiles.
Also, South Carolina Dairy Association Scholarship, a $1000
award available to a rising junior
in Dairying; awarded by the Dairy Department. South Carolina
Poultry Improvement Association
Scholarship, a $500 award available to a rising senior in Poul(Continued on Page ©i
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EDITORIALS

Let's Talk It Over

Present Scholarship Situation
Leaves Much To Be Desired

Amendments To Student Body Constitution
Would Bring Outmoded Document Up To Date
At the beginning of next semester all
of us will be given a chance to vote on
15 revisions to the Clemson Student Body
Constitution. AH of these have already
been passed by Student Assembly and
Executive Committee.
The reason for these changes in the
constitution is to adapt it to a newer and
changing Clemson. The old constitution
was drafted while Clemson was under
the military system. In the following
paragraphs we will explain each revision
and the reason behind this change.
The first two amendments pertain to
GPR requirements for president and vice
president of the student body. Under the
old requirement it was set at 2.5. The
revision calls for a GPR necessary for
graduation plus a .4.
As, we all know, graduation requirement is being raised each year at Clemson. This will allow the constitution to
fluxuate with the growth of Clemson.
The third amendment changes Senior
Council recommendations for punishment from President of the College to
Dean of Student Affairs. Recommendations are now given to Dean of Student
Affairs and this will make it official.
The next amendment is probably the
most controversial. We suggest that you
read it very carefully so as not to misinterpret it. Most of us will jump to conclusions and say that this will make Senior Council responsible to Executive
Committee and disrupt separation of
power in Student Government.
However, this is not the case. With a
careful analysis of the amendment, we
see that the only thing that Senior Council must submit to Executive Committee
is a list of rules and regulations for procedure—procedure in conducting a trial.
Up until the present time the Senior
Council has operated without any set
pattern for conviction, order in which
trial shall be conducted, etc. Most of the
time, they decide before each case the
vote that will convict. Each case is
treated in a different manner. This
would put some regularity in their actions.
Amendments five and six increase
class representation in Student Assembly
from five to seven, while decreasing the
Council of Club Presidents' from 20 to 12.
This will still maintain the same number
of seats in Student Assembly.
This action was brought about by the
feeling that due to the increased enrollment at Clemson that each class should
have more representation in Student
Assembly.
Also, included in these
amendments are provisions for a new
Student Assembly office, Chaplain, and

for 14 nominations by each class for representatives instead of 12. These need
no explanation, we feel sure.
Numbers seven, eight and nine allow
students to run for class offices and class
representative if they will attain academic standing with their respective classes
by the end of the first' semester of the
following school year.
This would allow someone who is an
exceptional leader, but is an academic
semester behind his class to run for election, provided that he makes this semester up by the spring semester of the following year.
Amendment 10 follows 5 with the only
change being, the number of representatives that shall be elected at the first
from 20 to 12.
In number 12, we find a solution to
the problem that arose last year following class elections. Under the new
amendment, no one will help count votes
unless he is appointed by the President
of the Student Body.
If anything ever happens again, and
we are not saying it will, the blame can
be traced to one person.
Amendment 12 concerns voting procedures. Under the change voting machines will be officially used and opening
of the polls will be changed from 8:30
a.m. to 7:30 a.m. They will still close at
7 p.m.
Under the old constitution impeachment proceedings are to be initiated in
Student Assembly, but no means was
stated for removal from office. Now this
power is vested in the President of the
College.
Change 14 refers to ratification of
amendments. In the present constitution it calls for a 2/3 majority of the entire student body. This would be like requiring 2/3 of the voters in the United
States to vote for an amendment to the
national constitution to ratify it—it is
impossible.
To eliminate this, the new amendment
will require only a 2/3 majority of those
voting. This will make it possible to
change the constitution whenever it is
deemed necessary.
The last change is practically self explanatory. It subjects Senior Council
members to impeachment as well as
other officers of Student Government.
Before you vote, we would like to suggest that each of you seriously consider
each of these amendments. Discuss them
with your friends. We feel sure that
with a careful analysis, you will feel that
they are for a growing Clemson and for
your betterment.
BUT MOST IMPORTANT OF ALLVOTE!!!

How Many Van Dorens Are Among Us?
From The Charlotte Observer
"How Many Van Dorens Among Us?"
"I did not know what to do. I found
myself running from reporters and others. Most of all, I was running from myself?"
In those unhappy words, with all the
overtones of a great personal tragedy,
Scholar Charles Van Doren summed up
the anguish and even terror of a man
whose life had turned to deceit.
Here was the scion of a famous American family of letters, a professor at one
of the greatest of U. S. universities, who
was a symbol of many of the things that
young Americans admire and strive for,
and yet who let himself be used as a tool
for fraud.
As he told his story of the TV quiz fix
to congressional investigators, it was obvious that he had suffered much and
deeply during the past three years—the
distress of a man who was traveling under false colors but who lacked the character and moral fiber to tell the truth,
even when he was given the opportunity
to do so before an earlier grand jury.
His story was anti-climatic. Revelations by earlier witnesses had made it
certain that Van Doren had received the
answers in advance and had been coached
in the precise techniques for drawing out
the suspense.
Even so, his abject confession helped

The
He Roars For

fill out the record of this great national
hoax, and to that degree served a useful
purpose.
Charles Van Doren has gone through
the ordeal of living with an uneasy conscience, of losing the respect of his friends
and admirers and, what's more crushing
his own self-respect.
But lest he be saddled with a burden
of guilt greater than his proportionate
share, may we pose this question:
"How many of us given 'positiveassurance that no one would ever find
out, would have resisted the lure of fame
and wealth?"
You supply your own answer.
The above excerpt from a daily newspaper may be "old stuff" to most of us by
now—"old stuff" in news, but not, in wisdom. Many of us forget our self-respect
while lusting for fame and fortune.
We too often forget that those things
which we gain by deceit are just as easily
lost. We put physical treasures beore our
eyes and forget what lies behind, that
which is in ourself.
A man may lie, he may be deceitful,
he may deal from the bottom of the deck.
But sooner or later, he finds out that he
must live with himself, even if no one
else finds out.
What is a man, if he cannot live with
himself, if he cannot look up to himself,
if he cannot respect himself?
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By BOB CLARK
Tiger Associate Editor
With the advent of the much-dreaded final examinations just around the corner, a time for personal
evaluation arises—either consciously or unconsciously
each student asks himself what procedure he could
have followed to better his academic standing throughout the semester.
Oftentimes he promises himself a
better forthcoming semester.
Good
show ... more power to him. But when
will that old, ever-present demon called
procrastination set in? Two weeks after
the new semester begins? Maybe even
later?
Time will tell.
Too often students take the attitude that just graduating from college is all that matters. Just barely
making the grade is good enough for some people. How
much good is barely getting out of college going to do
one when he gets out of school? Is his sparse amount of
knowledge going to augment his chances of promotion
in whatever job he obtains?

Nothing Much Prof Yaks — My class forced me to
take the quiz 1 gave them -— And I flunked, too!
Analytical Approach

Maturity Gained, Lessons Learned
Justify 'Sweat' of College Pressure
By BUCK DEATON
As I write this column, I am
sitting in my dorm worrying
about the newspaper deadline that I must meet, and'the
word woryying should be in all
capital letters.
Every week when this particular time rolls around I ask
myself the question, "Why did
I allow myself to ever get into
this situation?"
After all, it requires a considerable length of tune *,o
write a column once a week,
and after it is written and
published, there is absolutely
no assurance that the article
will be read by persons other
than those who are working
on The Tiger staff.
Fostering
thoughts such
as these tends
to discourage
a person, to
„. .
say the least!
And the mo»<.,:...■;■.
notonous tick.*sdl
m *n^ °* that
lUl H Ms cursed
clock
does not help matters at all.
Its punctual rythym seems to
jeer at my predicament.
Looking around the room, I
noticed that the beds sagged a
little too much, the radiators
clanged too loudly, and as if
to merely add to the gloom,
the metallic steel walls appeared to be closing in.
There was no denying It;
the pressure was really on.
That seems to be the age-old
story here at Clemson. Gee,
that's a funny word. Clemson,
Clemson, Clemson. . . .Its even
a funnier name for a school.
Clemson, the "small-time"
school playing the "big-time"
role, is certainly an unusual
institution. It is unusual and

unique in that it can play the
big college role, with no larger
a student body than it has.
Yet, in smallness of size, it
is this student body that is
attibuted with the high quality
of the school in every endeavor.
It is this same student body
that, in the old American
tradition, fights among itself
but loyally unites to combat
an external force, and it is
within this "butting of- the ■
heads" among the clan members that we find the reason,
for Clemson's greatness.,.
The composition of the student body is neither plebeian
nor aristocratic but a heterogeneous mixture from the peoples of various states and even
nations. With such a combination of peoples, come many
varied ideas, ideals, doctrines,
and principles.
And in turn, with these
come discussions and declarations of concepts, varying from
sex to religion. We hear views
we have never even considered
before. And sometimes the discussions become heated and
vicious, but as we mature we
learn to listen, weigh the views
against our own, and decipher
out truth and fact from falsehood and fiction.
Herein, I Deiieve,' lies the
justification for a college or
university, for they not only
offer an accumulation of facts
through books and lectures,
but they also bring together
large masses of young men and
women.
Here at Clemson we are
thrust into close quarters.
Then from this close-knit association, coupled with the ascertainment of facts and

knowledge, we emerge with a
foundation with wihch to build
a genuine education.
And to think that the boy
next door, and the boy down
the hall, and the boy over in
the other section of the dorms,
through associations, have
taught me so much about life.
He made me think when my
professor could not light the
fire. He made me defend my
statements and theories when
I cared not to. He taught me
how to compete with him, yet
remain friendly all the while.
He, together with all students at Clemson, opened the
door to reality, from which we
are all sheltered during our
early formative years, and
forced me to crawl out; then
stand; then walk.
The real race, when one
must run to live or fall to
wither, is commenced when
we leave our school. Our principles support us in the race
as we make the dash of life.
We realize then that we were
fortunate in having the opportunity to,4iffer in opinions.
Clemson nottonly gives us this
chance but also demands that
we participate.
Thinking to myself, I reasoned that being under pressure is not so horrible after all,
because look at the people we
have a chance to meet, the lessons we learn, and the invaluable philosophy of life that
we take with us when we depart from Clemson.
Why, then, should I gripe?
The pressure is well worth the
"sweat." We can be both proud
and thankful that we are a
student at Clemson. We criticize the school, and sometimes
we damn it, but we love it!
Ask any Clemson garduate.

Talk Of The Town

No Pupil Can AffordTo Underestimate
The Great Importance Of Examinations
tains such a practice.

By KENNETH EATON
Exams!
The word gives us a gloomy
depressed feeling. We have
visions of ourselves slaving far
into the night over smudged
notebooks; we think of black
coffee; of blunted pencil
points, of scribbled pages of
outlines; and the last minute
onslought for old finals.
Let us be
calm for a
minute. What
is so terrible
about examinations? They
usually count
about a third
of the semester grade for
one thing;
but, we have already beeen
quizzed on most of the material covered and know about
what to expect.
However, when a student has
two or three tests scheduled in
the same week that exams
start, it is utterly impossible
for him to adequately prepare
for two finals on the first day
of examinations. Professors
should take into consideration
the time element involved and
refrain from scheduling quizzes
the same week of exams.
In all probablity, these words
will go unheeded. The majority of professors will cram in as
many quizzes as possible the
week of exams. And then,
there is always the professor
that gives a p«p test the last

day of classes. Tradition!
"What crimes are committed
in thy name"!
Next Thursday, the exams
will begin. This dire news
should arouse in all students a
sense of the stakes involved.
For many students this day
will be a crucial time, determining whether they pass or
fail a particular course. For
"A" students who desire to
keep their grades up, exam
time means study time; in
fact, exam time should mean
study time to all students.
For the privileged class of
"exemptees", exam time is a
period of relative relaxation.
These persons can sit back and
smile at their colleagues as
they toil away for the finals.
For those that exempted
"the wrong way", this time of
leisure and relaxation does not
apply. These persons are usually busy thinking up "tales
of woe" to tell the folks back
home as to how they "exempted" the final examination but
received an "F" on the particular course.
The policy of exempting students from an exam is a debatable one. Naturally, students favor this practice because they are the ones that
reap the "benefits".
On the other hand, the faculty, tends to belive that this so
called "rewarding" a student
for good grades is outmoded
at the college level. Clemson
is one of the few institutions
of higher learning that mam-

It is doubtful that many of today's college graduates who have "made good" reached this plateau without some mental exertion on their parts while attending college.
Does a low grade-point-ratio indicate a correspondingly low amount of knowledge? Not necessarily so.
Many times persons change from one curriculum to
another after finding themselves inept in the former
major. So, this columnist is not stating that those students whose grade-point-ratio is lower than others do
not possess the same amount of, or even more, academic lore.
It is too bad when learning and education have to
be put on a competitive basis; we tend to sacrifice
knowledge for grade points. Does this sound impossible to you? Well consider for a while the above statement, and its feasibility will become clear to you.
It is, therefore, generally agreed that the present
GPR is not completely indicative of the quantity of
education a person has acquired during his college
years. However, it is true that said GPR is influential
in obtaining a substantial position upon graduation
from Clemson.
How much does this GPR mean in terms of dollars
and cents? Well, little though you may believe, one
tenth of a grade point could and often does mean the
difference in hiring a person from some particular job
over another person.
Last year a well-established government research
laboratory sent a notice to one of our departments asking to be notified of all persons who had a 3.0 GPR—
nothing less. This writer realizes that such discriminatory practices are not the general case, but they do
occur. And very often they occur where the most desirable firms are concerned.
Many firms are stressing that the graduates they
hire have a certain stipulated GPR before they will
consider hiring them. So it seems that grade points
when put in terms of dollars and cents mean quite a
lot.
Not enough emphasis has been placed for higher
scholarship here at Clemson. We do not rate as well
academically as our potential shows. However, the
recent graduate record exam scores show that Clemson
has improved considerably over past years, and the
outlook is for even greater improvement along those
lines.
Surely, there is always the talk of over-emphasizing certain facets of scholarship, and there is, granted,
the possibility of carrying it too far. However, we at
Ciemson have not been guilty of over-zealousness in
emphasizing higher scholarship.
It is this writer's personal opinion that at Clemson

Whether this practice should quality has been sacrificed for quantity. It seems that
be
discontinued,
whether
exams are fair, whether they we are so intent on educating the masses that we forare a just measure of our get that some of those individuals are not willing to be
knowledge—we are not concerned with. The point is, they educated.
are required. It is our duty, to
What is the solution to the pressing problem? Does
ourselves now and to our future to do the best possible anyone really have a good solution? 9
work and reap the most benefits from our education.
Two possibilities appear to be the principal means
Exams are so important and to this end. First, a more discriminatory method in
figure so greatly in the semester grades that no pupil can accepting new students is to be desired. In order to do
afford to underestimate their this, the entrance exams would have to be made more
importance.
Exams can benefit the stu- comprehensive. This may eliminate to some degree the
dents who are failing by giv- low standards which result from the deadwood which
ing them a chance to pull their
grades up to passing; and enter college with no incentive to learn.
those who are doing well have
Second, students should be given more incentive to
a chance to better their
grades.
excel; many students who took the graduate record
Throughout our lives, we will exam last year said that their graduating did not dehave to face not only exams,
but other crises which will pend on their score, so they put out mediocre work,
demand all our powers of con- having no incentive to excel.
centration and thought. Now,
is the time to learn to relax,
The seniors who have to stand the exams this
study intelligently, and meet
spring
should realize that this exam is on a competitive
the problem squarely.
Looking at a brighter sub- basis, and the relative merits of Clemson are being
ject, we feel that the time is judged by the scores on this exam.
"ripe" for congratulating the
Tigers on their splendid post
It is for the reasons above-mentioned that we feel
season bowl appearances. We,
at Clemson, can be extremely the present situation at Clemson leaves much to be
proud to have been able to desired. It is up to you students to see that the standsupport such a team. The 1959
season should go down in his- ards of our school are raised, scholastically, by earntory as being one of the best estly desiring to educate yourselves for your personal
ever at Clemson, both in perbetterment and for the betterment of Clemson.
formance and spirit.
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MARTY AND HAROLD

By MAC McCORD
ANOTO SUMMARIZE.
Associate Student Chaplain
It was Saturday night,
but RE.FLECTIVE THlNMNf
that was no reason for the trash
IS •
cans to be burning on each end
of the hall, a record player with
gives them the newest in sound. the volume control knob stuck at
8, and a couple of intoxicated juFrank's renditions of "Septem- veniles making so much racket.
ber Song", "Always" and "Em- Many people had just gotten in
braceable You" are hard to beat, their rooms, and were trying to
and this album makes this fact
pretty plain. All in all, a nice, get some sleep while others were
easy going album for study and studying for quizes that they
other activities that are much would have next week or for exams that were to start soon. The
more pleasant.
students were finding it imposThe Les Brown Story (Capitol) sible to sleep or concentrate howseems to have been issued about ever, because of the lack of courtwenty years too early, since I'm
sure Les will be making music teousness of a minority of fellow
for quite a while yet, but still students.
provides some good sound. All of This picture is exaggerated to
the Brown favorites are contain- get across the point that a few
ed in this stereo release, with students just don't seem to rea"Sentimental Journey", "I've Got lize that there is anyone else exMy Love To Keep Me Warm" isting except themselves. Some
By FRED BISHOP
and "Leap Frog" heading the students even work overtime to
rriake things uncomfortable for
Tiger Feature Writer
list.
Jim Scott, an Industrial ManIn some respects this album is others.
inferior to earlier cuttings of the A rule we should follow when agement major from Gaffney, has
same numbers, but stereo sound we feel like doing something that been very active in military acsupplies the difference and an en- may be frowned on is found in tivities on campus. He is at prejoyable amount of listening is the Matthew 7:12, "Therefore all sent the Army ROTC Brigade
things whatsoever ye would that Commander and Commander of
result.
Regiment Pershing Rifles. He
A hew stereo recording of men should do to you, do ye even 4th
is also a member of Blue Key,
Tchaikovsky's 1812
Overture so to them."
should interest those who like This verse which sometimes Wesley Foundation, Sigma Tau
classical music, or good sound ef- seems to be forgotten applies to Epsilon, received Scholastic Honfects. This rendition is by the all areas of our lives, We should ors in 1957 and 1958 and was
Philadelphia Orchestra (apear- consider this "Golden Rule" as among those selected for Who's
ing in Greenville this week) and we are here at Clemson in our Who this fall.
dealings with fellow students, pro- Beginning next year, students
on Columbia.
who are presently freshmen and
On the same album is Mous- fessors, and other people. This sophomores will only need 144
rule
should
accompany
us
on
the
sorgsky's Night on Bald Mountain,
credits to graduate. This change
guaranteed to chill even the most highway and everywhere we go. is being brought about with a dewarm-blooded listener with its The time has come around this crease in the number of credits
weird sounds. All performances semester where the practice of given for the military programs.
are, as usual for the Philadelphia, the "Golden Rule" is most imDo you think this will tend to
excellent, and should please even portant in the dormitory. Exams decrease the attractiveness or
will be starting soon and the dif- appeal to the student to enter
the most critical listener.
Especially interesting is the ference in many cases will be ROTC?
unique method of creating can-! determined between a high grade "I don't believe it will have a
non - type sounds during the 1812, and a lower one.
very profound effect upon enrolland the string section really If this rule was really follow- ment in ROTC. Taking military
shines in Night on Bald Moun- ed, I'm sure that the radios and training here at college is one of
tain. The whole album races record players would be toned the best programs for the student
along a little fast, but this -is bet- down, and the "bull sessions" who has a military obligation to
ter than dragging, as many con- and disturbances on the hall fulfill."
ductors are prone to do. A fa- would be cut to a minimum espe- "Those students who are intermiliar tune, known popularly as cially during examinations.
ested in ROTC are so because of
"Stranger In Paradise", will be Why not "do unto others as the benefits and not the credits
found in Borodin's Polovitsian you would have them do unto involved. With a decrease in the
credits in ROTC, the student will
Dances, also included in this su- you?"
perb album.

New Albums Present
Music To Study By
By HERBERT ROWLAND
Tiger Feature Writer
That ominous cloud known as
exams seems to be creeping closer every day, so while time is
| still left, let us iay in some provisions in the form of good records to study by, before attempting to weather the storm.
First of all. let me say that
those of you who missed the National Ballet of Canada's presentation of "Orpheus in the Underworld" really let a treat go by.
The costumes were magnificent,
even to the extent of adding some
brilliance to the drab surround
ings in which they were displayed, namely the Field House. An
auditorium would certainly add to
the enjoyment of the precious
few concerts we are privileged to
view.
The music, previously mentioned costumes and ballet itself all
added up to a fine evening of
music and dance. Everything was
well performed, and the audience
seemed to enjoy the rollicking
presentation.
Turning to the records at
hand, no one could be much
more pleasant to spend the exam period with than Julie London. Now tbis would be just
about impossible for the average college student, but her
new stereo album, Your Number, Please (Liber.?) is just
as close as any of us can get.
Julie means this album con
taming, just to mention a few,
"When I Fall In Love". "Love is
Here to Stay". "It's A Blue
World" and "Two Sleepy People",
to be a salute to the singers that
made these songs famous. As it
'turns out, this is another salute
f-o Julie, and a fine one at that.
Includes 12 Sinatra Hits
Frank Sinatra never fails to
make a hit, and his new album
of old hits and favorites is no exception to the rule. Come Back To
Sorrento (Columbia) takes twelve
songs from what some like to call
Sinatra's "golden years", and
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Scott Discusses Decrease Of ROTC Credits
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The Tiger might run some sort
of evaluational system. The
professor grades the student,
but who grades the professor?
Industrial management majors take job evaluation, but
who evaluates the professor?
"The Tiger's running an evaluational system might be well,
but I believe it would be best
to limit it to seniors and possibly juniors, and the student could
only evaluate those professors he
has had. I am not particular how
it is done, but it needs to be
done."
These are some of Clemson's
faults, but are there any other

*********

problems you consider of a serious nature?
"When I came to Clemson, I
was appalled at the distorted
sense of values many students
had. The nonchalant attitude
many students took toward cheating was surprising. Just because
'everybody else does it' is no
excuse."
"We most definitely need an
improvement in the social graces
among the student body at Clemson. We need fraternities and women's dormitories, but we will
not have the latter until Winthrop
no longer is used as an excuse.
Clemson will always remain a
r*********

Campus Character

A coffee party promoting "The
March of Dimes" will be given
at the home of Mrs. R. F. Poole
from 10:30 a.m. until 12 noon
today. Assisting hostesses are
Mrs. R. C. Edwards, Mrs. W. A.
King, Mrs. A. M. Musser, and
Mrs. John T. Bregger.
Last week several hundred
South Carolna women attended
a coffee given by the state's
first lady, Mrs. Ernest F. Hollings. This party started the
cham of coffee parties to be given throughout Sothh Carolina
this month.
The purpose of the coffee parties is to raise funds to support
the expanded program of The
National Foundation which now
includes birth defects and arthritis as well as polio. Mrs. J.
Allen Lambright, state coffee
party chairman will attend the
Clemson coffee and will bring
information about this vital program.
Dr. D. H. Kropf and Miss
Virginia Shanklin are working
on "The March of Dimes" campaign in Clemson. Paul Eger of

'suitcase college' as long as this
situation exists, and Clemson's
being this is definitely a detriment to the scholastic achievement of the students."
We have considered many of
the faults of Clemson, but in
what way is Clemson better
than other colleges?
"The loyalty students and graduates give to Clemson is probably the most important factor
which helps Clemson. The unity
and common friendship found
among its students and graduates both on campus and off the
campus."
"I know the greatest contribution Clemson has given to me is
a sense of understanding of other
people's beliefs or a respect for
the right they have to believe the
way they do. The contrast between my beliefs and theirs has
helped me to understand why I
believe the way I do."
After graduation what are
you planning to do?
"As most persons my age do,
I have an obligation to fulfill. I
plan to go into the army after
graduation and then into some
field of business."
GUARANTEED

For As Long As Yon
Own Your Car

Coffee Party Today At Poole Home
Benefits March Of Dimes Campaign

L. C. MARTIN DRUG CO.

College Students Since
1908

be able to take more credits in
electives and therefore broaden
his education."
While we are on the subject
of academis. what do you think
of the faculty student relationships?
"I think it is really pathetic.
The students are mainly responsible for this situation. Students
are not able to speak to a professor without somebody making a
derogatory comment. I know
many professors who would like
to lessen the tension between him
and the students in his class, but
his hands are tied."
"A man-to-man relationship
would be better than the "I'm a
student and you're a professor
and that means war attitude that
many students have. In many universities, students are invited to
professors homes, but you let this
happen and some immature students always have a few comments to make."
What could he done to improve the quality of instruction
the students receive?
"One thing the school could do
is to set up some sort of evaluation system. Students who have
had a professor could give ideas
en how a professor could improve
himself and the course he taught.
This would benefit both parties
concerned. Of course, this being
a state school, the hands of the
administrator are sometimes
tied, but this is no reason to set
back and rationalize or become
complacent.
It was suggested to me that
Walhalla is campaign chairman
for Oconee County while Cecil
Sandifer of Westminster is presiSTAFF NAMES
dent of "The March of Dimes."
(Continued from Page 1)
Funds collected at coffee par- ing manager. Also Buck Deaton,
ties will be turned over to the columnist; Ronnie Slice, circuMarch of Dime offices in home lation manager; Judy DeLoach
counties. Those interested in and Ken Eaton alternating colgiving coffees should give the umnists; Ronnie Hillhouse, ofparties in January, the campaign fice manager; and Phil Crotmonth.
well, business manager.
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Dean Appoints Donald Edward
McKinney Dormitory Hall Counselor
Donald Edward McKinney, a
senior majoring in chemical engeering, has been appointed by
the Dean of Student Affairs at
Clemson to serve as a hall counselor in the men's dormitories.
McKinney is one of 44 students
selected from the student body to
supervise activities and to do informal counseling within the living areas of the dormitories.
Selection is made by college officials and is based on scholarship
and leadership ability.
One hall counselor is assign-

MUFFLER
SHOPS"

Ph. CA—
6-1028

JIM SCOTT

A Campus-to-Career Case History

ed to each hall in tile men's
dormitories. Each hall counselor
is responsible for approximately
60 students.
A 1956 graduate of Parker High
School, McKinney entered Clemson that same year. He is a member of Phi Eta Sigma, Phi Kappa
Phi, and the American Institute
of Chemical Engineering. McKinney is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
W. F. McKinney of Greenville.
The appointment is for the remainder of the 1959-60 academic
year.

New cigarette paper "air-softens" every puff!

Now even the paper adds to
Salem's springtime freshness!
Dick Petzold discusses time charges for a customer's telephone installation with an administrative assistant

How to avoid a "dead end" career:
read Dick Petzold's story

*^t0j>-&$L

:

While a senior at the University of Maryland, accounting major Richard G.
Petzold made some definite decisions
about his future. "I wanted to work for
an established company," he says, "but I
didn't want to get lost in a 'dead end' j ob."
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Salem's amazing new
HIGH POROSITY paper
"air-$oft»n»" every puff,

Invisible pereui openings
blend just the right amount of air with
each puff to give you a softer, fresher,
even more flavorful smoke.

NOW MORE THAN EVER

Created by B. J. Remolds Tobacco Company

An important break-through in Salem's
research laboratories brings you this
special new HIGH POROSITY paper which
breathes new freshness into the flavor.
Each puff on a Salem draws just enough

fresh air in through the paper to make the
smoke taste even softer, fresher, more
flavorful. If you've enjoyed Salem's springtime freshness before, you'll be even more
pleased now. Smoke refreshed, smoke Salem!

• menthol fresh • rich tobacco taste • modern filter, too

OcrieiTI refreshes your taste

Dick joined the Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company in Washington, D. C, right after graduating in June,
1956. Following three months of orientation, he became a supervisor in Revenue Accounting, where he continued
training in a productive capacity, with 15
people reporting to him. Here, he suggested a number of methods improvements which were adopted.
Far from a "dead end" career, Dick's
took him into many operating areas:
• to General Accounting, where he
handled market research projects, includ-

ing a Customer Opinion Survey for four
Bell System companies...
• to Disbursements Accounting, for
IBM-equipment training and, later on,
the supervision of Payroll Deduction
procedures...
• to Personnel Relations, where he coordinated a special, four-company "absentee" study and presented findings to
an important, top-level conference...
• to Disbursements Accounting again,
where he is now Supervisor, Labor and
Material, with an administrative assistant
and 10 clerks under his guidance.
"The telephone company brings out
the best in you," says Dick. "I've developed new skills, acquired self-reliance,
and learned how to supervise and work
with people. What's the opposite of a
'dead end' career? Well, I've got it!"

Dick Petzold earned a B.S. degree in Accounting while in
college. He's one of many young men with varied college
backgrounds who are finding rewarding careers with the Bell
Telephone Companies. Learn about opportunities for you.
See the Bell interviewer when he visits your campus—and
read the Bell Telephone booklet in your Placement Office.

BELL
TELEPHONE
COMPANIES
4
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Tigers Meet Rival Gamecocks
In ACC Clash Here Tomorrow

Tigers Shown In Action Against Conference Leading Blue Devils

By BOB BURNS
Tiger Co-Sports Editor
South Carolina and Clemson will once again renew
their hardwood rivalry tomorrow night as the formidable Gamecocks invade the Tiger's Den for the first
meeting between the two teams this year. The game
will be the last home encounter for the Tigs until after
the holidays.
The Gamecocks, spiriting a 2-3,
conference record and 5-9 overall,
have one of their better teams
during the past several years.
Under the new coach, Bob Stephens, the Birds have acquired
nickname of the "Go-Go" Gamecocks from enthusiastic followers

in the middle part of the state.
The title is supposedly significant
of the new "Go - Go" type offense
that Stephens has introduced.
Heading the Gamecock lineup
will be: guards Bury and Walt

Hudson, forwards Art Whisnant ly followed by Callahan with an
and Mike Callahan and Center 18.0 mark. The pair also lead
Larry Dial.
their team off the boards, this
The big man in the lineup will time with Callahan leading 13.2
be Dial, a 6-10 senior from Co- to 10.6.
lumbia. There will be plenty of
height at the other positions with
the Hudson twins at 6-5, Callahan at 6-6 and Whisnant at 6-4.
In the reserve will be Melvin
Quick, a 6-2 guard, and Fred
Luigs, a 6-4 forward.
Whitnant leads the team in scoring with an 18.2 average close-

Tigers Give Top
Effort In 50-41
Loss To Devils

In the first of the two photo's above, Clemson's George Krajack moves in for a layup and two more Tiger points in first
half action against the Blue Devils Tuesday. At the right,

center Tom McHaffey stretches high into the air to pull
down a rebound. Clemson lost the game 50-41 after leading
at halftime. (Tiger sports photo by Alex McCormack.)

Block Letters Awarded To Players;
27 Lettermen Return Next Season
Athletic director Prank Howard
announced Wednesday, the names
of 38 football players and two
managers who received block letters during the past football sea
son. Returning for Coach How
ard's 21st season, will be 27 lettermen, including Johnnie Mac
Goff who was held out during the
'59 season.
-Next year's team will be built
around 5 lettermen at the end
position; 3 at tackle; 7 at

guard; 2 at center; 3 at quarterback; 5 halfbacks; and 2 returning fullbacks. No men will
be lost at the guard position
due to graduation.
Ends making letters include;
Sam Anderson of Baltimore, Md.;
Gary Barnes of Fairflax, Alabama; Ed Bost of Myrtle Beach;
Ronnie Crowiey of Columbia; Bob
Debardeladen of Conley, Ga.; and
Tommy King of Atlanta, Ga. AH.
except Debardeladen return.
Tackles: Lou Cordileo'ne of Jer-

Cubs Hope For Better
Record In Other Tilts
The Baby Bengals are not having too much luck this
season with its tough schedule—they have won four
games and lost five for the first half of the season. The
leading Cub is guard Ronnie Underiner of Pittsburgh;
he has scored 176 points for an average of about 19.5
tallies per game, and he has an average of .806 from the
foul line.
Center, Larry Seitz of Morrisville, El., is the next man on the
Baby Bengals having scored 151
points for his appearance in nine
games; he has made 25 of 37
from the free-throw mark. With
a percentage of about 12 tallies
per game is Carl Ward of Charleston, W. Va., and he has hit
half of his twenty-eight attempts
from the foul line.
Pittsburgh also has plcaed ano
ther man in the top markers for
the Cubs in Mike Bohonak at forward. Having made 91 points for
the team in his nine appearances,
he is shooting .400 from the freethrow lane. The other starter for
the Baby Tigs is guard Chuck Narvin of Miffin,
Pa.
Having
made 14 out of 23 attempts at the
free shoot lane, he has a percentage of .609 and has an average
per game of about 9.4 points.
The only team in the same
league with the Cubs which has
scored higher was their loss
last week to the Frosh of Furman — 67-81. The Baby Tigs
worse showings was against
Piedmont Mills when the lost
to them 82-103 and 66-99. The
only other team that the Cubs
have failed to get a win over
is another sharp textile league
team — Enka Mills.

House when they trounced them
81-69, and the first game of the
season was another tremendous
one when they took it from the
same team with a final score of
79-69.
The Cubs have also gotten a six
point win over the team from
Spartanburg Junior College and
a five point lead over the AshvilleBiltmore teams.
The
highest
field
goals
made by the Cubs was when
they made thirty-five against
Piedmont Mills when they lost
of thirty attempts good from
the free throw line
against
Spartanburg Junior College.
The Furman Frosh was fouled
personally by the Baby Bengals
twenty-six times last week.
The lowest field goals made
against the Cubs was by Enka
(Continued on Page 5)

sey City, N. J.; Morris Keller of
Greenville; Jimmy King of Anderson; Harold Olson of Decatur,
Ga.; Ronnie Osborne of Cleveland, Ga.; and Jack Smith of
Athens, Ga. KeUer, King, and Osborne return.
Guards: Lon Armstrong of
Eddystone, Pa.; Sam Crout of
Sewansea; Tommy Gue of Orangeburg; Pat Killen of Sumter; Dave Lynn of Fairless
Hills, Pa., Dave Olson of
Decatur, Ga.; and Calvin West
of Kershaw. All will return.
Centers: Ron Andreo of Leechburg, Pa.; Paul Snyder of Baltimore, Md.; and Jack Veronee of
Charleston Heights. Andreo and
Veronee will return.
Quarterbacks:
Don Heilig of
Hendersonville, N. C; Lowndes
Shingler of Greenwood; and Harvey White of Greenwood. Heilig
and Shingler will return along
with Goff.

Games Underway
In Coed League
The Clemson College coeds
have added another first in
their effort to make Clemson an institution that will
bring more females to the
campus—they have formed a
Clemson Coed basketball
league. Thirty-six coeds will
be participating in the league, with the first games to
be played Thursday, January 14.
The teams and their captains are as follows: Comets,
Judy Wilkins; Bonnie Lassies,
Lu Dunkleburg; Fancy Felines, Emmy Smith; and the
Lancers, Betty Hunter. All
games will be played on
Thursday night. This is the
first time in the history of
Clemson intramurals that the
coeds have entered a basketball league.

Halfbacks:
Bob
Chatlin of
Washington, D. C; Bob Coleman
of Anderson; Doug Daignault of
Malone, N. Y.; Bill Mathis of
Manchester, Ga.; Bob Morgan of
New Martinsville, W. Va.; Harry
Pavilak of Pittsburgh, Pa.; Harold Smith of Rock Hill; George
Usry of Waycross, Ga.; and Jim
Wilson, of Icard, N. C. Coleman,
Morgan, Pavilak, Smith, and Wilson return.
Fullbacks: Wendall Black of
Saluda; Doug Cline of Valdese,
N. C; Hal Knott of Henderson,
N. C; and Ron Scrudato of
Nutley, N. J. Black and Scrudato return.
Managers receiving letters were
Bobby Fant and Dave Jeter.

Tig Baseball Practice
Starts After Holidays
Clemson's baseball coach, Bill Wilhelm, announced
today that spring baseball practice will begin on Feb. 9,
the following week after semester holidays.
Wilhelm plans to take the first
week just for the pitchers and expects to fill loopholes in the
catchers. Other players will
lineup with sophomores and rebegin workouts on the following
servists of last season. Choppy
week.
Patterson, who will play baseball
The AC£ and District Three
champions will have a tough as- after basketball season, is expectsignment if they are to live up ed to be a big aid in the lineup.
to the reputations of the past
Freshman practice will begin at
two season. But when asked a later date on the 1st of March.
about The Tiger's chances to Wilhelm has asked that it be
repeat again
as
conference pointed out that all those going
leaders, Wilhelm quoted "We out for freshman team who did
will have a
long hard road not attend fall practice will have
ahead of us, but I'm not betting to furnish their own practice outfits. All players will be expected
on anybody but Clemson."
of several key players, Wilhelm to furnish their own gloves.

THRIFTIEST 6 IN
ANY FULL-SIZE CAR
-Chevy's Hi-Thrift 6
is the '60 version of
the engine that got
22.38 miles per gallon
in the latest Mobilgas
Economy Run-more
than any other fullsize car.
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Press Talks Basketball
While passing through the field house on the afternoon the Tigers were getting ready to meet Duke that
evening, we stopped by Coach Press Maravich's office.
The personable Press was ready to talk basketball as
usual.
Maravich was ready to talk about his life; he
thinks, talks and eats basketball almost 24 hours per
day. Putting it in Press' words, "I'm a fanatic when
it comes to basketball." Just who is this man named
Press Maravich?

Maravich In Retrospect
Maravich graduated from Davis-Elkins College in
West Virginia with a B. S. degree where he played
basketball. After graduating from college, Press played
pro basketball with the world champion Detroit Eagles.
His coach was none other than Dutch Dehnert, the man
who invented the screen in basketball. Among Maravich's teammates were such greats as Joe Lapchick, now
coach at St. John's, Nat Holman, head man at CCNY
and Nat Hickey. This puts Press in pretty good company as a player.
World War II found Press in the navy as a bomber
pilot, serving five years. He was overseas for 32 months.
While Maravich was in the Navy he served as playercoach of the Kaneohe Klippers who. won a navy title
under his direction. They faced many teams with professionals in their rank.
Then Maravich came back to the states to serve as
a flight instructor at Pensacola, Florida. While there
Press served as a player-coach and his team took the
navy title.
Upon his discharge from the service Press went
into the BAA, which is the present NBA, to play for
the Youngstown Bears, Pittsburgh Ironmen and Baltimore Bullets. In 1947 he quit the league to accept
a coaching job at his alma mater, Davis-Elins.
During the '48-'49 season Press was the assistant
coach at West Virginia University, where he coached
the present coach at West Virginia, Fred Schaus. The
next year he traveled to West Virginia Wesleyn and in
his first season there he set a new school record for
number of wins.
Soon Press moved back to West Virginia University
for another year before going back to Davis-Elkins as
(Continued on Page 5)

ments.

CHEVY SETS THE
PACE WITH LOWER
PRICES—All Bel Air
and Impala V8's are
lower priced, as are
many options. Example: a Bel Air V8
sedan with Turboglide,
de luxe heater and
push-button radio lists
at $65.30 less for '60.

MORE ROOM WHERE
YOU WANT MORE
ROOM - Chevy's
trimmed down transmission tunnel (25%
smaller) gives you
more foot room. You
also get more head and
hip room than in any
other 2- or 4-door
sedans in the field.

LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT -The
trunk sill is lower and
the lid opening is more
than a foot and a half
wider than Chevy's
nearest competitor's.
There's over 20%
more usable space!*
♦Based on o«W>l -*1" '£
ported to th. A»I«™^'

■

QUICKER STOPPING
BRAKES-Long-lived
bonded-lining brakes
with larger frontwheel cylinders for'60
give you quicker,
surer stops with less
pedal pressure.

.

SOFTER, MORE SILENT RIDE-Chevy's
the only leading lowpriced car that gentles
the bumps with coil
springs at all four
wheels. Noise and
vibration are filtered
to the vanishing point
by new body mounts.

NOT CHANGE FOR
CHANGE'S SAKE,
BUT FOR YOURSThere's only one person we consider when
we make a change—
and that's you. That's
why we don't think
you'll find anything
more to your liking at
anything like the price.

Clemson's freshman took a
81-69 victory ever the Erskine Jayvees here in Tigertown Tuesday night. It was
the second win for the cubs
this year over the Erskine
unit and fourth of the season against five losses.
Taking a twenty point halftime lead on the strong shooting of tarry Seitz the Cubs
went into the third period
ahead 46-26. Bill Carr sparked a JV rally which fell
about 12 points as the final
whistle blew.
Carr collected 15 of his 19
points in the second half.
Leading the Cubs was sharpshooter Ron TJndereiner, who
is ..the ..Baby _Tigs ..leading
scorer for the season, who
also tallied most of his points
in the final half. Seitz collected 22 for his game total.
The Cubs next game will
be against South Carolina's
Biddies here tomorrow night
in a preliminary to the USCClemson game. The Biddies
appear to have one of their
strongest teams in previous
years and should be a strong
test to the Cubs.

...the tobacco that outsells
all other imported tobaccos,
combined! Try it and your
very first puff -will tell you
why. There's more pleasure
in smooth-smoking", evenburning, long-lasting, mild
AMPHORA.
Popular priced, and more
for your money, too—full 2
ounces in every pack! Blended
in Holland. In handy pouches
and tins. Come in and try it
today!

40<
2-OZ. POUCH

priced cars—and only some of the smoothest riding
higher priced ones—build into their suspension systems.
Here's more room inside (where you want it) without an
inch more outside (where you don't want it). And with aU
these advances Chevy has managed to hold the price line!
Your dealer will be delighted to fill you in on all the facts.

See The Dine* Shore Chwy Show in eotor Sond|y» HBC-TV-tte Pat Boone Chevy Showroom weekly ABC-TV;

everywhere

Baby Bengals
Get 2nd Win
Over Erskine

WIDEST CHOICE OF
POWER TEAMS-A
choice of 24 enginetransmission teams in
all—to satisfy the
most finicky driving
foot. There are seven
engines with output all
the way up to 335 h.p.
and five silk-smooth
transmissions.

:

The more you look around the more you'll find to convince
you that no other low-priced car has so much to show for
your money as this new Chevrolet. Here's the kind of
styling sophistication and subtle detail that only Fisher
Body craftsmanship can create. Here's the kind of FuU
Coil comfort that neither of the other two leading low-

P.S. When you need NoDox, it'll probably be late. Play safe. Keep a supply handy.

safe

By JOE DEMPSEY
Co-Sports Editor

EASIER-TO-LOAD

Let safe NoDoz® alert you
through study and exams!

If hitting the books ever makes you drowsy, NoDoz is the fast wakerupper you need. NoDoz Stay Awake Tablets deliver an accurate amount
of safe stimulation to keep your mind and body alert during study and
exams. How? With caffeine—the same pleasant stimulant in coffee. But
non-habit-forming NoDoz is faster, handier, more reliable. Buy some
and be in good company. Millions of times a year safe NoDoz helps
busy people keep alert and awake.

the

ments that get up to
10% more miles on a
gallon of regular.

SENECA

EXTRA CONVENIENCES OF BODY BY
FISHER-No other car
in Chevy's field gives
you crank-operated
ventipanes, Safety
plate Glass all around
amfdozens of other
Fisher Body refine-

NoDoz,

NEW ECONOMY
TURBO-FIRE V8Here's a V8 with the
»git" Chevy's famous
for—plus a new economy-contoured camshaft and other refine-

w

Does studying for exams
make you want to zzz-zz-zz?

mest

For both teams the encounter
will be an important battle. The
Tigers need it to move off the
ACC cellar and gain their first
conference win of the season. The
Gameroosters, no less, would like
to improve their record and hold
on to their fifth place position in
the conference race.
Clemson will go into the game
with a 5-8 record after losing
their last three games in a row.
Coach Press Maravich will probably send a lineup into the game
composed of guards Choppy Patterson and Ed Krajack, forwards
George Krajack and Don Carver and center Tom McHaffey.
Patterson is still leading
the
Tigers scoring with a 16 point '
average followed closely by
George Krajack. George retained
his rebound lead with close ,to
eight a game.

•60 CHEVY! ONLY WAY YOU CAN BUY A
CAR FOR LisS IS TO BUY A LOT LESS CAR!

Pre-lnventory Clearance

The best showing of the season
was their impressive win over the
Jayvees of Erskine in their game
last Tuesday night in the Field

Clemson gave one of their best
efforts of the season before losing a close 50-41 game to the
strong Duke Blue Devils. The Tigers jumped off to an early lead
and held a three point margin at
the half as they used a control
type offense.
The lead lasted until the Tiger
shooters cooled off while Duke
was hitting three quick baskets.
The Devils took the lead at 3230 and were never behind after
that as they played a pretty
good ball control game. Clemson
was forced to be aggressive to
obtain possession of the ball, and
the Devils remained cool, causing
the Tigers to commit fouls.
Duke won its fourth straight
conference game as Doug Kistler
led the way with 12 points. The
other Duke starters trailed closely as Hurt got 10, Youngkin 9,
and Fyre 9. A substitute guard,
Camwell, hit 8.
The Clemson scoring was led
by Choppy
Patterson with 11
points and George Krajack with
10. Center Tom Mahaffey was
next with 9 points, and he also
stood out on defense with a good
performance while holding
the
talented Youngkin to 9
points.
Mahaffey led
Clemson in rebounds with 14.
Clemson's loss was attributed to a poor 23.3 shooting percentage in the second half while Duke
was piling up a good 60 per cent.
The Tiger's overall record is now
5-8 and their ACC record is 0-3.

The Gamecocks two conference
victories came over N. C. State
and a 74-70 win over Virginia
Monday night. It should be noted
that three of the Birds five victories came on road trips, more
than their number of wins at
home.

Now—fast delivery, favorable deals! See your local authorized Chevrolet dealer.
■

TRY A PIPEFUL
AT THE DEALER
NEAREST YOU
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Choppy Patterson One Of Best
Prospects On Tiger Basketball
Squad For All-Conference Team

Intramural Changes Noted

Tiger Ace Roundball Handler

Due to the formation of a coed
basketball league in the intramural program there will be some
changes in the schedule of games
in the male league. All games
scheduled for 7 and 8:00 p.m. on
Thursday nights have been re-

By PEB BOWIE
Tiger Sportswriter
Over the past years Clemson basketball supporters have witnessed many fine
collegiate performers. But few places in the state or conference can they see a finer
young college 'round-baller" than Clemson's present-day whiz, Larry, "Choppy,"
Patterson. A versatile, hard-working, young athlete "Choppy" may be well on his
way to conference, as well as national honors. He has the eye and talent of the
sharpshooter, the spunk and scrappiness of the ball-hawk, and the determination and
know-how of the floor man. He demands and gets the respect of every Tiger
. opponent.

TRAILING THE TIGER
(Continued from Page 4)

head coach. His stay here was short-lived as he was
offered a better job as head coach of Aliquippa High in
Pittsburgh. His high school team set great records under the direction of Coach Maravich.
Just last week Press had the distinction (?) of
being the first coach of '60 to be hanged in effigy.
His boys had just dropped a game to Furman 80-69,
their seventh loss in twelve games. When asked
about the hanging coach said, "I have a picture of
the hanging and I plan to frame it and list some mottos along with it to remind me to work that much
harder."
Those who were involved were certainly not familiar with Maravich either as a coach or man. Maravich
has a strong philosophy about basketball, he likes to
win and he likes to keep it fair, but he also enjoys seeing his kids grow up and learn to have a strong competitive spirit.
Press admitted he has failed here at Clemson in the
v/on-loss category, but he does believe he is instilling
his philosophy in his boys. Maravich knows when a boy
is playing bad ball, but he says this is one of the best
ways to help a boy learn a lesson.
The tobacco chewing mentor said he had five major
goals when he came to Clemson, and he has improved in
all of these as seasons pass. People rarely look at such
figures as defense. He says he has his best team this
year and plans to get better as time goes by.
When Press took the job at Clemson he was not
aware that the calibre of ball in the state was so low.
South Carolina has few good college prospects and Maravich faced a huge rebuilding job when he came to
Clemson.

Recruiting Is Difficult
Maravich is not a poor recruiter; he knows
where most of the good players are in at least ten
states, but the trouble is getting the boy to come to
Clemson. The Tigers are just not known for their
basketball and this makes recruiting difficult when
you face competition such as Duke, North Carolina
and Wake Forest.
The coach tries to sell Clemson to the boys he approaches because he thinks if he can just get a boy to enroll, he will love Clemson just as Press loves it here.
The head man admitted that the students, churches and
others here at Clemson were the greatest fans in the
country and the greatest people.
Finally we got around to the game that faced the
Clemson team that night. Press told me he hoped to get
an early lead and hang on with a control-type ball game.
The Tigers came out on the floor as hot as $2 pistols and
took an early lead, and Press' plans would have worked
to perfection had his boys not hit a cold streak in the
last half. The Tigers went on to lose 50-41, but one
could see Maravich's strategy paying off time and again.
Maravich uses ten different offenses that have
many good options, and these same offenses are used
by some of the top clubs in the nation. Press says
the trouble is getting the boys to think ahead of the
other team and use these plays.

Paged

Intramural Schedule

Patterson, who has been
bouncing a basketball since he
learned to walk, is a product
of the excellent textile leagues,
so
popular
and
effective
throughout the Piedmont area
of S. C. "Choppy" was brought
up in the small textile community of Piedmont, S. C. Here he
played midget, "C" boys, and
"B" boys ball in the fast textile leagues.
Then during his last two years
in high school, he had the good
fortune of playing, and serving
as protege for. the fabulous Earl
Wooten, of textile league fame.
Patterson, who considers Wooten
the best shot he's ever seen
learned and adopted much of
Wooten's skill and style on the
hardwood.
And, of course, Patterson was
also playing with his own high
school team. In fact it was during his Senior year in high school
that Patterson was benched for
the first time since making the
team as a Freshman. Mid-way
through the season of his Senior
year, he suffered a bad hip injury which required an operation
and benched him for the remainder of the season.

Mon.

Feb.

8,

Tue.

Feb.

9,

Wed.

Feb. 10,

Thurs. Feb. 11,
Mon.

Feb. 15,

Wed.

Feb. 17,

Thurs. Feb. 18,
Mon.

Tue.
Clemson's Larry "Choppy" Patterson shown above has been
the Tiger Basketeers most classical performer in a number
of years. Choppy is not only an Ace at ball handling but
defensive specialist and leading scorer for the Tigs as well.

Wed.

Point Parade Led By
Sophomore Patterson

Choppy Patterson, the PiedWhile in high school Patter- mont flash, leads the scoring
son was not only an excellent column again for the Tiger basbasketball and baseball player, keteers. Patterson's average drophe was also an excellent stu- ped to an even 6 point per game,
dent. "Choppy" was an "A" but he still leads Captain George
student, a member of the Beta Krajack, who is now averaging
Club, and President of the Stu- 13.5.
dent Body.
Captain Krajack, Ed Krajack,
When he decided to come to Don Carver, and Tom Mahaffey
Clemson his intentions were to saw their overall average instudy engineering. However, he crease after last week's game
had always had the secret desire
to be a doctor and following his
hip operation, he knew that he
wanted to study Pre-Med here at
(Continued from Page i)
Clemson. He is enrolled as a Mills when they were able to make
Sophomore in Pre-Med and shows only 23 good, holding Piedmont
the same quiet determination with to only eight sure free throws
Iris studies that he displays on was a remarkable feat for the
the basketball court.
*
Cubs. The other textile team-,
He is well-liked and respected Enka Mills, fouled the Baby Tigs
by his friends here at school, and only seven times in one of the
is a charter member of the new- games against them.
ly-formed social fraternity, DKA.
Having played most of their
"Choppy" is also an earnest and tougher games, the Cubs should
reverent worker for his home be able to roll to more imprestown Baptist Church.
sive victories over their opponWhen asked about his most ents. The Cubs will have only a
few more homes games, and with
thrilling moments in sports, the backing of the students of
"Choppy" referred to his last Clemson they can finish the seayear in high school—the Green- son with an impressive record.
ville vs. Piedmont game. In
this game an under-rated PiedCOTTON
mont five beat the stronger
WASH TROUSERS
Greenville fivers, 75 to 50, and
Patterson scored — Yep! You
guessed it, 50 points.

CUBS HOPE

Feb. 22,

Feb. 23,

Feb. 24,

Thurs. Feb. 11,
Thurs. Feb. 18,

with Furman. Patterson, Shampie and Gibbons saw their averages drop. Krajack and Patterson are still the only Clemson
players having better than a 10
point average.
Below are the statistics for the
first 12 games.
player
pos fgm ftm pts avg
Patterson G 68 56 192 16.0
Krajack, G. F 70 22 162 13.6
Carver
F 43 11 97 8.1
Krajack, E. G 35 17 87 7.3
Shample
G 21
5 47 5.9
Mahaffey
C 23 15
61
5.1
Gibbons
C
16
60 5.0
Maxwell
C
11 31 3.8
Benson
F
2 18 1.8
McGuire
F
1
1 1.0
Clarke
C
3
5 1.0

Thurs., Feb. 25,
Thurs. Mar.

3,

Thurs. Mar. 10,

4 p.m.—F-4 vs. Monarchs
5 p.m.—Snowmen vs. Termites
4 p.m.—Hot Rods'vs. Road Runners
p.m.—Die Hards vs. F-5
7 p.m.—Low Staters vs. Penguins
8 p.m.—F-2 vs. Numeral Society
9 p.m.—Hairless Wonders vs. Cherokeans
10 p.m.—Mavericks vs. Slow Pokes
4 p.m.—Celtics vs. CSRA
5 p.m.—E-D 4 vs. Flying Tigers
9 p.m.—Lower Eight vs. 69'ers
10 p.m.—Nu Epsilon vs. A-7
9 p.m.—C-4 vs. Horry County
10 p.m.—Rinky Dinks vs. Black Knights
4 p.m.—Playboys vs. York County
5 p.m.—Bearcats vs. Bandits
4 p.m.—Chester County vs. Arnold Air
Society
5 p.m.—Reamers vs. DE Red Raiders
9 p.m.—Redbirds vs. Greenville
10 p.m.—Aces vs. Boo-Rays
9 p.m.—D-6 vs. Ellie's Elite
10 p.m.—Hustlers vs. Double Dribblers
4 p.m.—Rinky Dinks vs. Horry County
5 p.m.—Playboys vs. Bearcats
7 p.m.—Bandits vs. Newman Giants
8 p.m.—Black Knights vs. Midgets
9 p.m.—Angle-eers vs. Aces
10 p.m.—C-7 vs. DE Red Raiders
4 p.m.—Arnold Air Society vs. Reamers
5 p.m.—Redbirds vs. Boo-Rays
7 p.m.—Sandlappers vs. Owl Club
8 p.m.—Kings vs. Red Hornets
9 p.m.—Termites vs. F-4
10 p.m.—Ellie's Elite vs. Double Dribblers
4 p.m.—Hustlers vs. Barnwell County
5 p.m.—Sandlappers vs. Wesley Foundation
9 p.m.—Kings vs. Owl Club
10 p.m.—Double Dribblers vs. D-6
COED LEAGUES
7 p.m.—Fancy Felines vs. Bonnie Lassies
8 p.m.—Lancers vs. Comets
7 p.m.—Comets vs. Fancy Felines
8 p.m.—Bonnie Lassies vs. Lancers
7 p.m.—Bonnie Lassies vs. Comets
8 p.m.—Lancers vs. Fancy Felines
7 p.m.—Fancy Felines vs. Bonnie Lassies
8 p.m.—Comets vs. Lancers
7 p.m.—Lancers vs. Bonnie Lassies
8 p.m.—Comets vs. Fancy Felines

(Continued from Page 1)
David Adams, premier danseur, was the painter; Lillian
Jarvis was the debutante; and
Yves Cousinea portrayed the
Imperial Excellency.
The orchestra which tours with
the National Ballet of Canada is
under the direction of George
Crum. It has a background in
ballet, opera and the concert
stage in Europe, as well as in
North and South America.

BE SOCIABLE---DRINK

WHITE

COTTON SOCKS

3 Prs. for $1.50
Judge Keihr

Terry Bottling Company
Anderson

five games to be played. Two forfeits were also recorded during
the week bringing the total number to five for the tournament,
all which have occurred after the
Christmas holidays.
Results of past weeks games
include: Hot Rods 24 — Hairless
Wonders . 20;
Greenville 58—
Angle-eers 16; F-2 35 — Mavericks 30; Lower Eight 28—E-5 21;
Cherokeen 1—Rod Runners 0
(forfeit) and Slowpokes 1—Numeral Society 0 (forfeit).

Clemson Theatre
COLLEGE AVENUE
Phone OL 4-2011
FRI. -SAT. -JAN. 15-16

"Battle Of The
Coral Sea"
CLIFF ROBERTSON
GIA SCALA
LATE SHOW FRI. NITE

"Look Back in
Anger"
RICHARD BURTON
CLAIRE BLOOM
SUN.-MON.- JAN. 17-18

"The Bat"
HORROR-SHOCKER
with
VINCENT PRICE
TUES. AND WED.
JAN. 19-20

'Night of Love'
BRIDGIT BARDOT

FAMED BALLET

$3.98

With two more years of eligibility Patterson may hold the key
to future Clemson success. And
it's many a persons's belief thai
Press feels he has a good background for coaching; should the Tigers come up with
a pretty successful season, "Chophis credentials certainly bear this out. He has played py" Patterson will be everyone's
with, and under, some of the best, and he feels it will All-Conference.
not be long until it will pay off. It couldn't happen to a
nicer guy.

scheduled at a later date in order
to permit the girls league to play
at this time. All teams should
check the changes in the schedule
below.
Intramural action
continued
through the past week with only

-:-

On Campos

with
MsShufoan

(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf', "The Many
Loves of Dobie GiUis", etc.)

HAIL TO THE DEAN!
Today let us examine that much maligned, widely misunderstood, grossly overworked, wholly dedicated campus figure—
the dean.
The dean (from the Latin deanere—to expel) is not, as many
think, primarily a disciplinary officer. He is a counselor and
guide, a haven and refuge for the troubled student. The dean
(from the Greek deanos—to skewer) is characterized chiefly by
sympathy, wisdom, patience, forbearance, and a fondness for
homely pleasures like barn-raisings, gruel, spelldowns, and
Marlboro Cigarettes. The dean (from the German deangemacht
—to poop a party) is fond of Marlboros for the same reason that
all men of good will are fond of Marlboros—because Marlboro
is an honest cigarette. Those better makin's are honestly better,
honestly aged to the peak of perfection, honestly blended for
the best of all possible flavors. The filter honestly filters.
Marlboro honestly comes in two different containers—a soft
pack which is honestly soft, and a flip-top box which honestly
flips. You too will flip when next you try an honest Marlboro,
which, one honestly hopes, will be soon.
But I digress. We were learning how a dean helps undergraduates. To illustrate, let us take a typical case from the files
of DeanS
of the University of Y
(Oh, why
be so mysterious? The dean's name is Sigafoos and the University is Yutah.)

Greenwood

Under Appointment From Pepsi-Cola, New York

A Few Parting Thoughts ....
For the past semester this writer has enjoyed working on Tiger as Co-Sports Editor. I appreciate the many
compliments and the good cooperation of all students
and administration. Clemson is a wonderful place and
will be better in the future if you students display great
spirit and determination. The many headaches that resulted from meeting late deadlines on Monday and
Tuesday will long be remembered. A hearty goodbye to
all and keep up the good work. I shall never forget you
good Clemson fans.

ACC STANDINGS
c< tie rence
Team
Duke
North Carolina
Wake Forest
Maryland
South Carolina
Virginia
CLEMSON
N. C. State

W
4
2
4
2
2
1
0
0

L Pet.
0 1.000
0 1.000
1
.800
1
.667
3
.400
3
.250
3 .000
4 .000

All Games
W L Pet
8 3- .727
7 3 .700
8 3 .727
6 2 .750
5 8 .308
5 5 .500
5 8
.385
3 9
.250

THE TIGER BOWL
Congratulates These New Members of the
"200 Club"
WATCH THE STUDENTS BOWL
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON AT 4:15

TIGER BOWL
COLLEGE ST.

CLEMSON, S. C.

find out what Kearfott's flexible training program offers You
Check the experiences of four '59 graduates at Kearfott

Opportunities
at Kearfott
are expanding
/ GARY WOERNER
Newark College
of Engineering '59
Not at all sure of the area
of engineering (development, design, test, manufacturing) which would
interest him most, Jim has
been most Impressed by
the way Kearfott Project
Engineers STAY WITH A
PROJECT from study phase
right through to production, assuming full technical and financial responsibility for the quality and
salablllty (price-wise) of
the finished hardware. He
finds that this Kearfott
philosophy enables him to
operate across the broad
spectrum of engineering.*** Coming from outof-town, Jim was also
pleasantly surprised by the
wide choice of living quarters readily available.

lhe very advanced nature
of many Kearfott projects
fired this engineer's
imagination. He joined the
Electronics Systems Lab,
where he worked on the
development of a tiny
counter-part of what is
believed to be the most
accurate test equipment
yet devised for missile
guidance systems. After
exposure to the diversity
of the projects in the Systems Lab, Stan has decided
to look no further, but requested permanent assignment here, where work
ranges over space navigation, digital computers,
guidance systems, solid
state physics, Industrial
automation systems and
diverse electronic systems.

f&arfbtt

GENERAL
PRECISION
COMPANY

Kearfott Company, Inc.
1500 Main Avenue, Clifton, N. J.
A subsidiary of General Precision Equipment Corporation

Len is pleased with his six
months' experience at
Kearfott on two widely different counts. First is the
combination of both theoretical and practical knowhow he has gained In a
field that has fascinated
him for a long time—transistor applications. The
other is Kearfott's location. Finding mldtown New
York only 40 minutes away
by car, Len, a veteran, is
planning to continue his
studies for an MS at one
of the many colleges In the
New York/New Jersey area:
Columbia, N.Y.U., Stevens,
Newark College of Engineering are all close by.
This semester, Len has
enrolled for two Kearfott
sponsored courses taught
at the plant

Gary has worked by choice
in two Laboratories since
he joined Kearfott last
June-Astronautics and
Electronics. He values the
opportunity he had to work
in direct contact with
senior engineers and scientists who have played a
leading role in developing
the Kearfott inertial
systems and components
Which have been selected
for application in over 80
aircraft and 16 major
missile systems. Gary now
leans to the choice of a
permanent assignment in
the Electronics Lab but
has decided to work a few
months in the advanced
Gyrodynamlcs Division, before coming to a decision.

Long occupying a unique position in
the fields of electronics and electromechanical components and precision
instrumentation, Kearfott - in recent
years — has moved more and more into
the development of complete systems.
This has lead to major staff expansion
at all levels, including a sizable number of positions for recent graduates,
in all 4 major company units:
The Systems Division
The Gyrodynamics Division
The Electro-Mechanical Division
The Precision Component Division,
Through its flexible TRAINING
PROGRAM, Kearfott offers young
engineers freedom to explore the field,
before selecting the broad area bes+
fulfilling individual interests.
Remarkable rapid professional
advancement is possible - and likely
-through the PROMOTION BY
MERIT POLICY. For detailed
information, see the Kearfott
representative on campus.

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS JANUARY 8
FOR ASSISTANT PROJECT ENGINEERS
Make an appointment now with your Placement Director,
or write to Mr. Francis X. Jones.

&%£ &m*/ (ff&M&t,
Wise, kindly Dean Sigafoos was visited one day by a freshman named Walter Aguincourt who came to ask permission to
marry one Emma Blenheim, his dormitory laundress. To the
dean the marriage seemed ill-advised, for Walter was only 18
and Emma was 91. Walter agreed, but said he felt obligated to
go through with it because Emma had invested her life savings
in a transparent rain hood to protect her from the mist at
Niagara Falls where they planned to spend their honeymoon.
What use, asked Walter, would the poor woman have for a rain
hood in Yutah? The wise, kindly dean pondered briefly and
came up with an answer: let Walter punch holes in the back of
Emma's steam iron; with steam billowing back at the old lady,
she would find a rain hood very useful—possibly even essential.
Whimpering with gratitude, Walter kissed the dean's Phi
Beta Kappa key and hastened away to follow his advice which,
it pleasures me to report, solved matters brilliantly.
Today Emma is a happy woman—singing lustily, wearing her
rain hood, eating soft-center chocolates, and ironing clothes—
twice as happy, to be candid, than if she had married Walter.
... And Walter? He is happy too. Freed from his liaison with
Emma, he married a girl much nearer his own age—Agnes
Yucca, 72. Walter is now the proud father—stepfather, to be
perfectly accurate—of three fine healthy boys from Agnes's first
marriage—Everett, 38; Willem, 43; and Irving, 55—and when
Walter puts the boys in Eton collars and takes them for a stroll
in the park on Sunday afternoons, you may be sure there is not
i. dry eye in Yutah
And Dean Sigafoos? He too is happyhappy to spend long, tiring days in his little office, giving counsel
without stint and without complaint, doing his bit to set the
young, uncertain feet of his charges on the path to a brighter
tomorrow.
© lseo M»I shoima

We don't say that Marlboro is the dean of filter cigarettes,
but it's sure at the head of the class. Try some—or if you
prefer mildness without filters, try popular Philip Morris
from the same makers.
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THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson College"

Newly Formed Omicron Society Holds Luau

Captain DeVane Begins Duties Here
As Instructor In ROTC Detachment
This year the Basic Committee
of the ROTC cadre detachment
welcomed Captain William L. DeVane as instructor for MS I and
31 students. Captain DeVane, U. S.
Army, Infantry, began his duties
this fall and will be stationed in
Clemson for two years.
From Albany, Georgia, originally, Captain DeVane chose North
Georgia
College in Dahlonega,
Georgia, for his major of business
administration His honors at college included being cadet colonel
of the North Georgia battalion,
distinguished
military student,
and distinguished military graduate.
He was also chosen for Who's
Who in American Colleges and
Universities, and was graduated
cum laude and as the outstanding cadet officer graduate of 1950

Friday, January 15, 1960

Amendments To Student
Body Constitution Published

ed Class, which he completed in
1956.
His next duty was in Panama,
where he commanded a rifle company and was assistant operations
officer air (Assistant S-3-Aviation)
for the 1st Battle Group, 20th Infantry. He came to Clemson directly from the Panama duty.
Since he was an ROTC graduate himself, Captain DeVane
was asked his opinion of the
ROTC program. He answered
"There is much to be gained from
the ROTC program, as I think we
all understand. Each individual is
wise to gain a commission in
this manner if possible.
Captain DeVane, Ms wife Betty, and their son Mark live at
126 Folger Street.
• **••••**

Students will vote on several May. These Rules and regulations ing, the Council of Club Presiproposed amendments to the are subject to approval by the dents shall elect twelve (12) repConstitution of the Student existing Executive Council.
resentatives to the Assembly of
Body of Clemson College as a
Student Representatives as set
5. Article III - Section 2
part of registration, in comThe Assembly of Student Repre- forth in Article m — Section 2.
pliance with Article VI, secthe
sentatives shall be composed of This amendment changes
tion 1, of the Constitution
seven (7) duly elected representa- number of representatives to the
which states — proposed
tives from each class and twelve Assembly of Student RepresentaAmendments shall be published in
(12) representatives elected by tives from twenty (20) to twelve
The Tiger at least twice be(12).
the Council of Club Presidents
11. Article IV Section 12
fore being submitted for ratificafrom its members.
All election procedures shall be
tion by the Student Body," the
The officers of the Assembly of
approved by the Executive Counfollowing proposed amendments
Student Representatives shall con- cil and shall be under the direcare published herewith:
sist of a Speaker, a Secretary, tion of the Elections Board which
1. Article I - Section 2
and a Chaplain who shall be elect- shall consist of seven (7) stuHe shall have a minimum cum- ed by the members of the Asdents appointed by the Execuulative grade point ratio of what- sembly.
tive Committee.
ever is required for his class'
The present membership of the
The authority to make addigraduation plus a .4.
Assembly is composed of five (5) tional appointments to the ElecThis ammendment. will lower representatives from each class tions Board shall be vested in the
the grade point ratio of candi- and twenty (20) representatives President of the Student Body.
dates for President of the Student of the Council of Club Presidents.
12. Article IV - Section 13
Served In Korea
Body from 2.5.
6. Article HI - Section 3
(A) Voting shall be by secret
Captain DeVane's nine years of
2. Article I - Section 7
The number of candidates shall ballot, either by printed ballots
service began in Korea, where
He shall be required to have a not exceed fourteen (14) and shall or voting machines.
he was a platopn leader in an in(B) The ballot boxes shall be
Last Friday night the newly formed social sorority, Omicron, held a luau for pledges and minimum cumulative grade point be reduced to that number if nefantry regiment. When he was
ratio of whatever is required for cessary by a secret ballot before open only between the hours of
members.
The
participants
included
seated,
left
to
right;
Martha
Embler,
Becky
Epting,
transferred back to the United
his class' graduation plus a .4. the termination of that meeting. 7:30 A.M. and 7:00 P.M. on the
Nancy Edwards, Barbara Witherspoon, Hanna Holloman and Wilma Bonham. Standing,
States, he was assigned to the OfThis ammendment will lower The fourteen (14) nominees re- day of the election.
ficers Candidate Regiment at
Judy DeLoach, Ann Sherman, Nina Jordan, Barbara Bruce, Margaret Fowler, Diane Plott and the grade point ratio of candiceiving the highest number of 13. Article V — Add Section 2
Fort Benning for two years. He
Betty Bruce. (Tiger photo by J. W. Beam.)
dates for Vice-President of the votes shall be candidates for elec- In event of impeachment of an
also attended two schools while at
Student Body from 2.5.
tion. Each student present shall officer by a 2-3 vote, the results
Fort Benning, the Associate In3. Article H - Section X
vote for not more than seven (7) and facts, in as much detail as
fantry Company Officers Course,
possible shall be presented to the
It shall be the duty of the Sen- nominees.
and the Infantry Officers Advancior Council to recommend to the This amendment changes the President of the College who shall
A handsome signet ring, once owned and worn by Thomas Green Clemson, has Dean of Student Affairs punish- procedure of nomination of class have vested in him the power to
remove the guilty officer from
'been donated by Mr. J. G. Simpson of Chattanooga, Tenn., to Fort Hill, the Calhoun- ment of any student for conduct representatives which would be
office. Methods for replacing vathat
would
tend
to
bring
discredit
necessitated
by
the
passage
of
the
Clemson mansion on the Clemson College campus.
cated offices are set forth in
upon the student body of Clemson above amendment.
The ring, which has carved in
Article TV — Section 11.
7. Article IV — Section 4
its stone a figure of Mark AnCol. Simpson left the ring to Clemson prized the ring highly or upon the College.
14. Article VI Amendments
In
this
amendment,
the
position
thony on horseback, was given his son, who willed it, in turn, and wore it continuously.
Nominations for the sophomore
Such
ratification shall be obof Dean of Student Affairs was class officers and sophomore repMajor Relf Finley, U. S. A. F., J
by Mr. Clemson to Col. R. W.
to his son, Mr. J. C. Simpson.
The ring will be placed on substituted for the President of resentatives on the Assembly of tained when a two-thirds (2-3) abwill present a lecture Feb. 18 at
Simpson, his friend and legal
solute majority of those voting, as
In returning the ring to Fort public display with other Clem- the College.
7 p.m. in the College Auditorium. |
advisor. Col. Simpson was PresiStudent Representatives shall be members of the Student Body,
The lecture is being sponsored by
4. Article n - Secction 4
made at a meeting of the rising votes in its favor.
dent of Clemson College's first Hill, Mr. Simpson recalled his son items in the John C. Calthe Arnold Air Society and the
The Council shall draft its own sophomore class, including all stu- The present constitution refather's statement that Thomas houn home.
Board of Trustees.
CAPT. DeVANE
Air Force R.O.T.C. Detachment.
rules and regulations for proced- dents who are first senfester quires a two-thirds (2-3) absolute
The subject of the lecture is
ure which shall be submitted to sophomores at that time or who majority of the entire Student
"A Survey of Astronautics" and
the existing Executive Council by will be sophomores at the end of Body to vote in favor of an awill cover a survey of the existthe newly elected Senior Council first semester of the following mendment before it is passed. In
ing space situation, the position
Also Phil Severy, Chemical ma as a Christmas gift to John De no later than the first day in school year.
the past it has proved almost imSigma
Rho
Beta,
Clemson
serrett,
Arcitecture
major
Clem
of the TJ. S. in space developThis amendment clarifies the possible to get (2-3) of the Student
ment, and the problems involv- vice fraternity, elected Ned Rut- son; and Ed McMillan, Electrical jor from Hendersonville, N. C; La Howe orphanage in McCorposition of those students one se- Body to vote in any election.
ed in space travel. The lecture iedge, English major from Sum- Engineering major from Aiken. Ken Stephenson, Textile Manage- mick. It was used for the chil
mester ahead or behind their This amendment still requires
ment
major
from
Gastonia,
N.
C;
Benny
Phillips,
Textile
Managedren
who
were
unable
to
visit
a
ter,
president
for
second
semeswill be supplemented by motion
class.
and
Dave
Suggs,
Industrial
Edument
major
from
Anderson;
Bill
home
for
the
holidays.
considerable support of the Stuter
in
elections
held
Tuesday.
pictures and slides.
8. Article IV — Section 5
cation
major
from
Columbia.
Rampey,
Electrical
Engineering
dent Body to pass an amendment,
Other officers elected are Joe
Major Finley graduated from
Nominations for the junior class but prevents the defeat of necesTrinity University with a B.S. De- Suddeth, Industrial Management major from Easley; and Henry
Open To Student Body
OFFICE GIVES
officers and junior representatives sary amendments merely through
gree in Math and Physics and la- major from Greenville, vice-pres- Savage, Chemical Engineering
Membership in Sigma Rho Beta
major
from
Sumter.
(Continued
from Page 1)
ident;
and
Lewis
Foster,
Physics
Wesley Foundation, Methodist on the Assembly of Student Rep- lack of interest.
ter received a M. S. Degree in
was recently opened to the entire
try; awarded by the Poultry De- student club, named Frank Su- resentatives shall be made at a A fifteenth has been proposed
Aeronautical Engineering from major from Roebuck.
student body of Clemson. Prevtherland, Arts and Sciences sen- meeting of the rising junior class, by the Executive Committee that
the Air Force Institute of Tech- Also Julian McDonald, electrical Tri Chi Plans Dance iously membership was limited to partment.
ior
from Abbeville as president including all students who are the Student Assembly cannot act
nology at Wright Patterson AFB. engineering major from Sumter.
Also, United States Rubber
active members of the Student
first semester juniors at that upon the amendment until after
Major Finley, a WW H pilot in treasurer; and Teddy Holt, arts For Pledges, Sponsor Broadcasting facilities.
Foundation Scholarship, a $700 for second semester at a meeting
time or who will be juniors at the the publication date of TIGER.
held
prior
to
the
holidays.
the European theater, was asso- and science major from Loris,
award
available
to
a
rising
Tri Chi sorority is having a
This semester, Sigma Rho Beta
end of the first semester of the
15. Article V, Section 1.
Other
officers
elected
were:
ciated for a time with the Air pledge chairman.
semi-formal dance at the An- sponsored two successful mixers junior planning a career in
following school year.
Any officer of member of the
Formal initiation of 12 new
Larry
Snipes,
Agricultural
EcoArmament Center of the Air Rederson Country Club tonight at in the Food Industries Auditorium industry; awarded by the colsearch and Development Com- pledges to Sigma Rho Beta took 8. Charter members are giving along with the presentation of lege. Westinghouse Achieve- nomics junior from Marion; sec- This amendment clarifies the Executive, Judicial or legislative
mand and is presently a professor place Friday evening, Jan. 8. the dance for their pledges and various educational radio pro- ment Scholarship, a S500 ond vice-president, Robert Hill, position of those juniors one se- branches of the Student Governin the Warfare Systems School of The pledges were decked out in sponsor, Mrs. R. F. Poole. Mr. grams in conjunction with WSBF, award available to a rising sen- Chemical Engineering junior from mester ahead cr behind their ment shall be subject to impeachment for malfeasance or serious
class.
Air University at Maxwell AFB, togas, dark glasses and straw and Mrs. Bill Dillard of Ander- the student radio station.
ior in Chemical, electrical, or Jackson; and third vice-president,
abuse of authority.
bats during the school day.
Ala.
9. Article IV — Section 6
Engineering; Bill Goodman, Forestry junior
son will be chaperons.
A portion of the proceeds went Mechanical
This amendment merely corThe new members are Willie
Colonel Lewis G. Griffin, a
Nominations for the senior class
awarded by the School of En- from Clemson.
rects the apparently accidental
Also,
secretary,
Emmy
Smith,
Clemson graduate, will accom- Amerson, Electircal Engineering
officers
and
senior
representagineering.
pany Major
Finley. Colonel major from Charleston; Jim Belk.
Arts
and
Sciences
major tives on the Assembly of Student omission of the judicial branch in
Additional information concern- from Manning: and publicity Represntatives shall be made at the present constitution.
Griffin is presently associated Electrical Engineering major from
ing any of the scholarships may chairman, Robert Harbison, Elec- a meeting of the rising senior These 15 amendments must be
with the Air War College at Columbia; and George Carpenter,
Jan. 18-Jan. 20
be obtained at the Student Aid trical Engineering
Maxwell AFB.
Electrical
Engineering major
sophomore class, including all students who ratified in accordance with the
MONDAY
and Placement Office, Second from Spartanburg.
The lecture is open to the pub- from Gastonia, N. C.
are first semester seniors at that existing constitution, a (2-3) twolic and anyone interested is corAlso Lewis Poster, Physics ma- Army Ordinance Missile Command — Redstone, Ala- floor of the Student Center.
Also, deputations chairman, An- time or who will be seniors at thirds majority of the Student
dially invited to attend.
jor from Roebuck; Herman Gardy
Dowling, Ceramic Engineering the end of the first semester of Body.
bama, and White Sands, New Mexico.
freshman
from Marion; projects the following school year.
COLLEGE
Electrical engineering and mechanical engineering;
chairman, Plexie Baker, Animal
This amendment clarifies the
(Continued from Page 1)
Husbandry freshman from An- positon of those seniors one semasters degrees in chemistry, chemical engineering,
Hickory Grove.
drews; fellowship chairman, Mar- mester ahead or behind
their
electrical engineering, industrial management, meMr. C. C. Fain, assistant pro- vi Moore, Vocational Agricultural class.
chanical engineering, mathematics and physics.
fessor in the Ceramic Engineer- Education sophomore from Hem10. Article IV — Section 9
ing Department, was selected ingway; and visitor distribution After the completion of all elecKearfott Company, Incorporated:
A "geographic" directory of 13 • ally every nook and cranny
Electrical engineering, mechanical engineering and as faculty advisor. Delta Kap- chairman, Ed Byas, Vocational tions, except those specified in
104 former Clemson College stu- of South Carolina. They live in
pa Alpha will start pledging Agricultural Education sophomore Article IV, Section 7, the PresiCarolina
dents, published by the Clem- 359 different South
physics.
new members the first of sec- from Ashville. N. C.
dent of the Student Body shall
son Alumni Association as a ser- communities. The largest urTUESDAY
ond semester.
All officers will serve during call a meeting of the Council of
vice to the alumni, was mailed ban concentration is in GreenClub Presidents and at this meet'
The constitution provides for a second semester.
to them recently.
ville, where C27 Clemson al- The Norton Company, WorChester, Mass.:
The directory iists, by town (or umni reside.
<
Chemistry, chemical engineering, ceramic engineer- maximum membership of 45. To
become an active member, a
post office) location all Clemson
ing, electrical engineering, industrial engineering pledge must have the minimum
The South Carolina counties with
alumni for whom the Alumni Asmore than 400 former Clemson
These are the silver wings of a
and mechanical engineering.
grade point ratio required for
sociation has addresses.
ANDERSON, S. C.
U. S. Air Force Navigator. As a
graduation. A pledge must have
"We couldn't afford a complete students are: Greenville (791), Dan River Mills, Incorporated:
Richland
(542),
Oconee
(467),
Anflying officer on the Aerospace
the
unanimous
vote
of
all
memHardware
Sporting
Goods
address directory," explains diTextile majors and industrial management.
team, he has chosen a career of
bers before admission into the
rector of alumni relations Joe derson (446), Spartanburg (435)
"Serving This Section Since. 1885"
WEDNESDAY
leadership, a career that has
fraternity.
Sherman, "but this one bridges and Charleston (420).
meaning, rewards and exectrtive
Clemson alumni live in every Chicago Bridge and Iron Company, Birmingham Erecthe gap between it and none at
opportunity.
all. At least a
Clemson al- state except North Dakota and
tion Division:
The Aviation Cadet Program
umnus who is traveling cross Wyoming and in 44 foreign counCivil engineering and mechanical engineering.
is the gateway to this career. To
country, or moving from one town tries (excluding those alumni who
qualify for this rigorous and proto another, will have an immed- are abroad on military duty). The Dan River Mills, Incorporated:
fessional training, a high school
iate reference on the Clemson greatest state concentrations, of
Textile majors and industrial management.
1
diploma is required; however, two
3
4
2
6
course, are South Carolina (6,938).
5
7
8
9
DOWN
ACROSS
alumni in a given area."
"ARE
YOU
KGDL.
Second semester student center interviews will resume
or more years of college are highly
The directory emphasizes an North Carolina (1,337) and Geor1. Careful
1. Rugged rock
ENOUGH TO
desirable. Upon completion of the
Feb. 15, 1960.
examination
10
11
5. Humiliate
already known fact — that gia (895). After that, come Vir2. Rest up;
10. Rock Hudson
program the Air Force encourages
KRACK
THIS?"
ginia
(522),
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Joins Staff

Mansion Receives Thomas Clemson s Ring

Arnold Air Society
Sponsors Lecture

Sigma Rho Beta Club Elects Officers For Second Semester

Methodist' Group
Nomes Second
Session Officers

Interview Schedule

Clemson Alumni Association Publishes
Directory Of 13,104 Former Students

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
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Revenue Director
Plans Visit Here
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A DELIGHTFUL COFFEE SHOP WITH
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

1

Tiger Tavern
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House
Open Late After Dances
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Open 9:30 A. M. to 12 P. M.
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/
a real change...

MAIL THIS COUPOK T0DSY
AVIATION CADET INFORMATION
DEPT. SC01
BOX 7600, WASH1NCT0N 4, D. C.

YOU NEED THE

I am between 19 and 26V4, a citizen
of the U. S. and a high school graduate
«ith
years of college. Please
send me detailed information on the
Air Force Aviation Cadet program.
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